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Abstract
There is uneven rural-urban development and a large income gap in China, which attracts a
large group of people from rural areas to out-migrating to urban areas for a non-agricultural
waged jobs and higher income. After migrating to cities, some people with rural
backgrounds have built, or plan to build, a new house in their rural origins that they will
seldomly or never live in. This phenomenon is called huixiang jianfang(回乡建房), which
translates directly as “return to hometown” and “build housing”, and is used figuratively to
mean “living in cities but building a house in rural hometown.” For some economic and
social development theorists in China, these rural “empty houses” are seen and studied as
an inefficient allocation and even a waste of social resources. This thesis departs from such
studies, asking instead if the “empty houses” in rural China are actually empty, or if they
represent and hold meaning for the people who build them. The thesis takes a
phenomenological approach to construct an understanding of huixiang jianfang from an
individual level, with an emphasis on individual’s experiences and aspirations.
According to the research findings, people living in cities build a house in their rural origins
because they aspire to the life closely associated with this house. Building a house is an
aspiration associated with individual’s practical, emotional, cultural, and financial
considerations. Shaped by people’s experiences and the social context they are living in,
these aspirations frame the future people plan to r hope to achieve. Though individuals in
rural-urban households interviewed in this study share similar aspirations of building a
house in their home villages, there are important differences in their situations within and
between households. What’s more, there are inequalities within households in terms of
decision-making power, typically along gendered lines. Taking these relational issues into
account, this thesis argues that the “empty houses” in rural China are not just “empty
houses.” They are social artefacts that carry individual and household aspirations, values,
emotions, and reactions to social context.
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Glossary
Term
huixiang jianfang

In Chinese
回乡建房

gaigekaifang

改革开放

nongmingong
hukou

农民工
户口

zhaijidi

宅基地

liushou

留守

shiminhua

市民化

changzhu renkou

常住人口

liudong renkou

流动人口

hu
jia
ganqing

户
家
感情

xiangtuqing
qinqing
youqing

乡土情
亲情
友情

renqingwei

人情味

genyuan
luoye guigen

根源
落叶归根
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Definition
Returning to hometown and
build housing
The economic reform which
is translated as “Reform and
Opening Up” in China
Rural migrant worker
The household registration
system
Housing land, on which a
house could be built
Family members staying in
the countryside when other
members migrate to work in
cities
Citizenization: The
integration of rural migrant
workers into the urban
public service system
Residents who live in a
township level area for
more than six months in a
year, including people who
do or do not register their
hukou in this area
People who live in a city for
more than six month a year
but do not register their
hukou in this city
Household
Family
Feelings, emotions, and
affections
Affection for homeland
Kinship and family affection
Friendship and affection for
friends
Human kindness and the
characteristic of being
human
Root and origin
People come back to the
rural villages they originate

shengwo yangwo

生我养我

Jiajisuiji, jiagousuigou

嫁鸡随鸡，嫁狗随狗
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from, like the falling leaves
return to their roots
Giving me birth and feeding
me
A woman should follow her
husband no matter what his
lot is
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Chapter 1. Introduction
“My own house in my hometown is the real home that gives me the best sense of
belonging”
- Mrs. Bi, a resident of Foshan, talking about her house
in her hometown in Guangxi Province. (Interview 6,
February 20th, 2022)
There is a phenomenon in China that people “live in cities but build a house in the
countryside”, which is called huixiang jianfang(回乡建房). By analyzing population, income,
and investment data of rural areas in 30 provinces in China from 2000 to 2009, Hu & Tian
(2012) found that the huixiang jianfang phenomenon occurred around China and existed
among the rural migrant worker population. huixiang jianfang can be directly translated as
“returning to rural hometown” and “building a house”. Specifically, people who build this
house have migrated to cities for a waged job and higher income, so they live in cities most
of the year. Why they build a house that they will seldom or even never live in becomes a
question and a problem that concerns building an underutilized house as a waste of social
resources. Economists and development sociologists have studied why this phenomenon
happened and revealed the role of socio-economic factors such as the land institution in
causing this phenomenon. I am then curious about how individuals perceive and experience
this phenomenon and what would be different if we understand this phenomenon from an
individual level.
My personal experiences tell me that building a house is a complex process involving a
combination of different considerations, efforts, and emotions. One of my uncles, a rural
migrant worker, chose not to build a house in his rural origin because he was the youngest
male in his family and there was not enough land for him to build a house. With
considerations of land access, land policies, employment conditions, and personal emotions,
he finally built a house in his wife’s home village. My immediate family is another example.
My father has built a new house in our home village and wants to rebuild our old house
though we will never live in those houses, which has influenced my understanding of
building a house in my hometown and changed the relationship between my family and our
relatives living in the village. Going into people’s own experiences, we may see the complete
and complex stories behind this phenomenon, in which some groups of people, some
specific local conditions, etc. could be heard. Moreover, this phenomenon also occurs to
some city residents who have settled down in cities like my family, while this group of
people hasn’t been studied in current research. They may have similar and different
experiences to migrant workers about huixiang jianfang phenomenon and want to be
heard.
This thesis project aims to understand the huixiang jianfang phenomenon through people’s
own experiences, digging into people’s feelings and values about this phenomenon and
related social problems. Here, what people think and feel regarding investing in a house in
their rural origins were interviewed to analyze why they do this investment. Marginalized
voices and individual-specific or local-specific conditions are possible to be heard by
1

involving people from different origins and different households. By studying people’s
experiences, we can understand huixiang jianfang phenomenon and its related social
problems from people’s perspectives, which may provide insights similar to or different
from a macro-level analysis and give us opportunities to rethink our concerns and solutions
about this phenomenon and related social problems.

1.1 Rural-urban migration, hukou, and housing in China
Due to specific development strategies and institutions in China, there is uneven rural-urban
development and a large income gap between rural and urban areas in China (Cai & Yang,
2000). The development of heavy industries in cities was prioritized before 1978 and since
the economic reform called “Reform and Opening Up” (gaigekaifang) in 1978, political
power held by the urban class and specific institutional factors in China further pushed the
uneven rural-urban development, resulting in a huge rural-urban income gap (Cai & Yang,
2000). This income gap was one of the main factors that drove the large outmigration of
laborers from rural to urban areas in China (Y. Liu & He, 2008). People from rural areas in
China seek waged and non-agricultural employments in cities that provide them with higher
income. This group of population is called the “rural migrant laborers” (nongmingong) in
China, which is legally defined as rural residents who provide labor to employers (State
Council of the Peoples Republic of China, 2019) and specifically defined as “workers who
register their permanent residence in rural areas and have been engaged in non-agricultural
industries locally or outside their registered place of domicile for more than six months
within a year” (National Bureau of Statistics, 2022a). In 2021, there were 292.51 million
rural migrant workers in China (National Bureau of Statistics, 2022a).
Though non-agricultural employment in urban areas provided rural migrant workers with
higher income, the institutional exclusion, especially by the hukou system, behind this
outmigration even deepened the rural-urban gap and marginalized this group of people in
cities (Li, 2013; Wong et al., 2007; M. Zhang et al., 2014). The household registration system
(hukou) in China records and manages every citizen’s identity information in the unit of a
household (Lu, 2002). From the 1950s to the 1980s, hukou as a dual system divided the
population into “agricultural population” and “non-agricultural population” in order to
manage the supply and distribution of social resources and restrict the population mobility
between rural and urban areas, allocating more resources in urban areas for industrialized
development (Lu, 2002).
Though the agricultural and non-agricultural hukou division was canceled in 1994, there is
still a rural-urban division depended by whether the hukou is registered in rural or urban
areas – citizens are respectively registered as permanent rural residents (rural hukou) or
permanent urban residents (urban hukou) (Wu, 2017), depending on their residential and
working conditions. Usually, citizens register their hukou in the house they or their
household members owned as their permanent address. Depending on the location of the
house, in the rural or urban areas, one’s hukou is categorized as rural or urban hukou. There
are also approaches to register a hukou not in a house people owned, but in a rented house
or in an institution where people are working or studying in.
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Hukou is not only a single regulation implemented since the 1950s, but also an institution
that has caused spatial-social stratification in China (Lu, 2002; Chen, 2005). Scholars argue
that hukou is the institutional obstacle behind the problem of marginalized rural migrant
workers (Chen, 2005; Liu & Cheng, 2009; Lu, 2008). The hukou system plays an important
role in social resource allocation, relating living resources borne by the state to people’s
hukou and the place their hukou is registered in (Chen, 2005). For example, the costs of
compulsory education for children registered as rural hukou is paid by the local government
and they cannot enjoy this right if they receive education outside of the rural areas they are
registered in. In other words, rural migrant workers and their families are not able to enjoy
equal social rights and welfare such as medical care and education provided by the urban
cities they work in (Wong et al., 2007). Rural migrant workers are even stigmatized due to
their relatively low education level, low income, and poor living conditions in comparison to
the urban hukou holders, being associated with the stereotypes of poor, dirty, uneducated,
and uncivilized (M. Zhang et al., 2014).
Housing is the main problem behind this social exclusion of rural migrant workers in urban
areas. It is difficult for migrant workers to access housing in cities. Both institutional and
market factors influence migrant workers’ housing choices in cities (Dong & Zhou, 2014). On
one hand, migrant workers are unable to enjoy housing security welfare such as the
subsidized housing and rental programs in urban areas provided for urban hukou holders
(Wu, 2002). On the other hand, migrant workers have poor affordability in the urban
housing market due to their relatively low income and the high housing prices and rents in
cities (Dong & Zhou, 2014). Based on current land policies in China, rural hukou holders are
guaranteed long-term using rights of a piece of housing land (zhaijidi 宅基地) and build a
house on this land, while those policies do not apply to city hukou holders (Han et al., 2019).
However, the land property rights system in China strictly restricts the trade of housing land,
which means that those lands rural people owned are hard to be capitalized (Han et al.,
2019). Owning land in rural areas cannot provide enough capital for rural migrant workers
to afford urban housing (Zhao, 2001).
In 2016, only 17.8% of rural migrant workers bought a dwelling in the cities where they
were working, while 62.4% of them rented (National Bureau of Statistics, 2016). Most rural
migrant workers were living in rented dwellings in poor conditions – small, old, poor
sanitation (Ming & Zeng, 2014). By analyzing population, income and investment data of
rural areas in 30 provinces in China from 2000 to 2009, Hu & Tian (2012) found that ruralurban migration promoted the increase of wage-income of rural people, which further
promoted the investment in building rural houses. According to Hu & Tian (2012), the total
investment in rural household building increased from 184.68 billion yuan in 2000 to 493.57
billion yuan in 2010. They argued that the huixiang jianfang behavior existed among the
rural migrant worker population. Those people live in urban areas most of the time but build
houses they will seldom or never live in their rural hometowns.
This rural house construction, however, does not solve the housing problem that rural
migrant workers experience. On the contrary, it can even bring those people to a dilemma
of living in cities for higher income and better public welfare, or returning to their rural
origins where they spent a lot of money to build or renovate a house. Social problems
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behind this house construction phenomenon include empty houses in rural areas, debt, as
well as poor living conditions and left-behind problems for rural migrant families.
As people live in cities most of the time, many of their houses in rural areas are empty.
Houses and housing lands are underutilized in rural China (Gao et al., 2022). In Lin et al.‘s
(2018) study, 22.33% of newly built rural houses of its 1333 samples of migrant workers
were completely unutilized. About half of the 106 migrant worker households in the study
of Xu & Xiao (2012) had an unused house in their rural origins, as a result of the house
construction boom in rural China. Economists argued that it was an inefficient allocation of
scarce resources (house and land) (Hu & Tian, 2012) and even a waste of social resources
(Dong & Zhou, 2014; Zhu, 2017). Some people were saddled with debt to pay the cost of
building a house (Yang et al., 2018; Zhu, 2017). For migrant workers specifically, most of
them invested a large proportion of their income in their new rural house, being unable to
afford a good living condition and the living expense of the whole family in urban areas (Hu
& Tian, 2012; Yang et al., 2020). This further contributed to the problem of elders, children
or women left behind in rural areas and contributed to the housing problem of migrant
laborers and their marginalized situation in cities, hindering migrant workers from
integrating into cities (Wang & Xia, 2019). In China, family members – which are always
elders, children and women – staying in the rural community of origin when other members
migrate to work in cities, is called the “left-behind” (liushou 留守) phenomenon, resulting in
problems such as poor care of the elders and poor children education (Biao, 2007).
Yang & Zhang (2019) and Zhu & Wu (2019) further argued that this house construction
phenomenon might hinder the citizenization (shiminhua 市民化) of migrant workers and
urbanization of rural areas as the main targets of “the rural revitalization strategy” in China.
Citizenixation refers to the integration of rural migrant workers into the urban public service
system, aiming to guarantee rural migrant workers and their families enjoy equal rights with
urban hukou holders in cities (Research Group of Development Research Centre of the State
Council, 2011). Investing their income in the houses in rural areas, many rural migrant
workers cannot afford to purchase a house in cities – with which they can reregister for an
urban hukou – and thus fail to institutionally become a citizen of a city, being unable to
enjoy the same rights with urban hukou holders. On the other hand, rural migrant workers
and urban hukou holders who have invested in a rural house seldom or never live and work
in rural areas, so they are unable to contribute to the productive work and urbanization of
the rural areas.

1.2 The huixiang jianfang phenomenon in China
Such social problems from rural-urban inequality to housing problems of rural migrant
workers are widely discussed by the public, scholars, and government, while there are few
studies on the phenomenon of “living in cities and building houses in rural areas” which is
closely related to those problems in China. Economists and development sociologists
studied the existence of this phenomenon and its socio-economic causes. Based on
quantitative research and analyses, scholars argued that this phenomenon was commonly
experienced by the migrant population from rural areas in China (Hu & Tian, 2012; Lin et al.,
2018; Ming & Zeng, 2014; Yang et al., 2020). About half of the 1456 survey samples in Ming
et. al (2014)’s study and of the 600 survey samples in Lin et al. (2018)’s study had built a
new house in their home villages after their outmigration.
4

In addition, scholars listed various reasons why people constructed a house in their rural
hometowns and further explained this phenomenon by using different theories. By
conducting multi-factor regression for demographic data, Hu & Tian (2012) argued that this
phenomenon was driven by the institutional obstacles of hukou and land, and also
motivated by residential needs, showing off, and preparation for life after retirement.
Similarly, Ming & Zeng (2014), Yang et al. (2018) and Yang et al. (2020) conducted regression
analyses for relevant factors that influenced this phenomenon, including identity, age,
subsidy policy, maintenance of their rights as a community member, financial investment,
and preparation for permanent return. Some of my findings are similar to the reasons listed
above, such as residential needs, preparation for retirement and subsidy policy, while my
research does not ask a question about hukou and goes deeper into the institutional
constraints. I agree that such hukou and land institutions discussed by Hu & Tian (2012) play
an important role in influencing people’s decisions on housing investment, but my
respondents also share different voices about it from their personal perspectives, which will
be discussed in chapter 4. In addition, these studies provide an overview about what are the
reasons why people build a house in their hometown, based on which I proposed to look at
practical, financial, and cultural considerations when I tried to categorize the reasons my
respondents provided.
Some scholars further developed their own framework to explain this phenomenon for
multiple reasons. Zhu (2017) introduced the push and pull theory to categorize different
forces as “city push” which hindered people from purchasing a city house and “rural pull”
which attracted people to invest in a rural house. Yang et al. (2018) classified different
motivations as external incentives and internal needs, categorizing people as “external/
internal/ hybrid incentive-driven” by giving each motivation different weights. Based on Zhu
(2017)’s push-pull framework, Yang & Zhang (2019) clarified those push and pull as driven
by external environment or internal needs, arguing that the external environment played a
more important role in influencing people’s decisions about house construction. I did not
use rather the push-pull or external-internal motivation frameworks to analyze and explain
my findings as these frameworks focused on a macro and more generalized level. Inspired
by those studies, I was curious about what individuals perceive such push, pull and external
incentives. I decided to look at the similar question of why people build a house in their
rural origins, but from a different angle – individual’s perspectives which were more micro
and personal.
Similar phenomena occurred in other countries such as Nigeria, Mexico, Ghana and Turkey,
where transnational migrant workers invested their income in house construction in rural
areas in their home countries (Coe, 2016; Osili, 2004; Pauli, 2008; Purcell, 2017). In addition
to studying the relationship between international migration and house building,
sociologists also studied the meaning of the behavior of building a house in hometown from
a more micro level, digging for the social relations such as kin and gender relations behind
this phenomenon. Pauli (2008) found that the newly built houses in rural Mexico
represented the personal values of women left behind and changed their power
relationship with their mother-in-law in a family. For Ghanaians working for elder care in the
United States, building a house in their community of origin helped them to deal with their
dignity threats and survive unequal power relations during their work in employers’ houses
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(Coe, 2016). Those studies in China and other countries showed how such socio-economic
factors were associated with or even resulted in the phenomenon of rural house
construction by migrant families, but Pauli (2008) and Coe (2016) also revealed the potential
relationship between the phenomenon and individual’s reaction to the social context.
Situated in the social context discussed above, the rural house construction phenomenon
can also be understood from an individual level or household level, about how people
experience and percept the phenomenon itself. By thinking about relationships between
individuals, such as gender relations proposed by Pauli (2008), I found that huixinag jianfang
involved many relationships between individuals and households. Therefore, I also analyzed
household attributes to understand individuals’ perceptions of huixiang jianfang in this
thesis. Departing from studies questioning the underutilized rural houses and asking about
the reasons for building a house, this thesis also asks why they build a house in their rural
origins, but looks at individual’s experiences and perceptions.

1.3 Research Site
Foshan city is situated in Guangdong Province, the People’s Republic of China (Figure 11). As
a prefecture-level city, Foshan covers an area of 3797.72 square kilometers with a
population of 9.61 million long-term residents2, only 4.84 million of which have registered
their hukou in Foshan (the Foshan Government, 2022). As the first province which
implemented the economic reform in China, Guangdong Province was the province with the
highest regional GDP (gross domestic product) and the largest population size of long-term
residents in China, attracting a large population of the migrant laborer from other regions of
the country (National Bureau of Statistics, 2022a; the Guangdong Government, 2021, 2). In
2020, 41.32% of the long-term resident population in Guangdong was a migrant population3
(the Guangdong Government, 2021, 6). Foshan is an important industrial (especially
manufacturing industry) city in China, acting as one of the economic and transportation
centers in Guangdong Province (the Guangdong Government, 2021, 393; the Foshan
Government, 2022). Internal labor migration in China has contributed to more than half the
population in this city.

1 The map (Figure 1) in this thesis only aims to show the geographic situation of Foshan city, so
other details such as scale, longitude and altitude are not shown in this figure.
2 “long-term residents” (changzhu renkou 常住人口) refers to the residents who live in a township
level area for more than six months in a year, including people who do or do not register their hukou
in this area (National Bureau of Statistics, 2022c).
3 “migrant population” (liudong renkou 流动人口) refers to people who live in a city for more than
six month a year but do not registered their hukou in this city (National Bureau of Statistics, 2022c).
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Figure 1 Map of China, Guangdong Province, and Foshan City

The economic and demographic characteristics – high economic productivity and a high
proportion of the migrant population – make Foshan a typical destination city (liurudi) of
domestic migration in Guangdong and China. Choosing a migration destination city as a
research site considers the viability of data collection and the aim of this research. As
Foshan has a high proportion of migrants and I have lived in Foshan for more than twenty
years, it is the most viable and accessible for me to contact individuals and their households
with rural-urban migration backgrounds and experience the house construction
phenomenon. Second, as this research aims to construct an understanding of huixiang
jianfang phenomenon from individuals' perspectives, respondents from different origins
may provide different perceptions associated with specific conditions of their hometowns
and their migration experiences. This is based on Ming & Zeng (2014) and Yang et al.'s
(2020) finding that local-specific conditions of migrant’s origins (liuchudi), such as local
socio-economic development and housing policies, influenced migrants’ decision on housing
investment in their rural hometowns.
This research does not mean to generalize the situations of huixiang jianfang phenomenon
in the migration destination cities. Foshan as a typical destination chosen by migrants can
somehow represent nearby cities like Dongguan City in Guangdong Province which attracts
a lot of migrant laborers. It is also similar to some well-developed cities in the eastern
region4 of China which have good socio-economic development and a high proportion of the
migrant population. However, Foshan is different from some metropolises in the eastern
region and from cities in other regions of China.
4 The eastern region refers to 10 provinces (directly under the central Government), including
Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, Guangdong and Hainan
(National Bureau of Statistics, 2022b).
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Metropolises such as Guangzhou and Shanghai have much higher economic development
levels and are of special cultural and political importance, attracting a larger number of
migrants from both rural and other urban areas. Besides, the eastern region is the most
developed region in China which provides the highest average income and attracts more
than half of the rural migrant workers, resulting in different migration and housing
conditions from other regions in China (National Bureau of Statistics, 2022b).

1.4 Positionality
This research topic is inspired by my life experiences as my household has built our new
rural house recently and many of my relatives and friends have experienced or are
experiencing house construction in rural areas. I see many different considerations and
impacts behind every house and I see many voices such as the voice of my uncle as the
youngest male in the family and his wife as the landowner unheard, which cannot be
explained only by the rural migrant worker as one of their social positions. In addition, the
voice of my family as city hukou holder is also unheard in current studies though we are
experiencing this phenomenon and face many challenges. I am curious about why both rural
and urban hukou holders have the aspiration of building a house in their rural origins and
their perspectives toward related social problems. Though I already had some
understanding of this phenomenon as a member of those families and as a sociology
student, I did not assume that interviewees had the same considerations and
understandings as I had. I used my experience as an entry point to unpack more different
perspectives of this phenomenon, so I analyzed this phenomenon from generation and
gender aspects as I observed.
Following is the introduction of the theoretical framework, with the phenomenological
approach as the analytical approach, and with the theory of aspiration and translocal
household perspective for analyzing and describing the huixiang jianfang phenomenon in
rural China. The next chapter introduces the research design and methods used for data
collection and analysis. Results are analyzed and interpreted in chapter 4 to understand why
people build a house in their rural hometowns. I found that individual’s decision or plan of
building a rural house was resulted from a combination of practical, emotional, cultural, and
financial considerations. Those considerations influence people’s behavior of building a
house but also constitute the life people aspire for. It is also important to understand why
people have this aspiration, what it means to people, and how people develop this housebuilding aspiration, which is discussed in chapter 5. Though individuals and rural-urban
households share the similar aspiration of building a house in their home villages,
differences among different people and households show more information about this
phenomenon and reveal potential problems under it. The last chapter compares different
generational and gender relations within households, which illustrates a generational shift
in the meaning of a rural house and illustrates the gender and power inequality within a
household that people may or may not recognize. Carrying people’s affections and
expectations to the future, a rural house is no longer an “empty house” that people rarely
live in, but a house fulfills people’s needs from practical to emotional.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 Phenomenological approach
The inquiry aim of this research is to understand the huixiang jianfang phenomenon in rural
China from an individual level. Besides, considering my positionality as one of the people
who are experiencing and included in this phenomenon, this research draws on a
constructivism research paradigm, based on the relativistic realities, interactions with the
research objects, and a hermeneutical and dialectical methodology (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
With a constructivism paradigm, realities are local and specific constructed and findings are
created interactively by the inquirer and the object (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). With the focus
on understanding a phenomenon and individual experiences, the phenomenological
approach is used as the analytical approach.
The phenomenological approach is based on the philosophy of phenomenology founded by
German philosopher Edmund Husserl (Hans, 1959). In social science, the phenomenological
approach emphasizes individual’s perceptions and experiences in order to describe a
phenomenon or issue in the real world without assumption or preconception, rather than
explain it (Clark, 1994; Hans, 1959). With the emphasis on personal lived experience and
subjective perceptions, scientists also used a phenomenological approach to analyze
tourism studies (e.g., Andriotis, 2009) and psychological studies (e.g., Arvinen-Barrow et al.,
2010).
In this thesis, people’s experiences, feelings, thoughts, and activities related to huixiang
jianfang phenomenon were directly asked by me as the investigator and were discussed
interactively by me and respondents in order to construct the reality of this phenomenon.
An aspiration perspective and a translocal household perspective are then used to analyze
respondents' experiences and perceptions created from our interviews.

2.2 Aspiration
Based on my life experience, building a house in rural origins is an aspiration of many
Chinese people. Recently, some sociologists have studied rural aspirations in the context of
rural transformation and agrarian change. Considering personal values and expectations
involved in aspiration and its connection with the external sociocultural environment, this
research will use the aspiration perspective to understand people’s perspectives toward
investing in a house in rural areas. I root my understanding of aspiration in a series of
studies of the relationships between aspiration and rural transformation (Aguilar-Støen,
2020; Bennike et al., 2020; Jakobsen & Nielsen, 2020; Lyall et al., 2020), which produce the
concepts of aspiration and interpret its use in development sociology.
Aspiration is people’s plans, expectations and imaginations of the future, which always
involves negotiation with social issues people are experiencing (Bennike et al., 2020),
connects to people’s attitudes, motivations and actions toward social issues (Tieken & M.
San Antonio, 2016), and even induce agrarian change (Jacka, 2018). In studies about the
relationship between aspirations and rural transformation, Bennike et al. (2020) and Lyall et
al. (2020) argued that aspiration is individualized and also shaped by power relations and
social-historical processes. Thus, aspiration may tell us why people invest in a house in rural
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areas on an individual level and at the same time situate this house construction behavior in
the context of related social problems. In other words, as a response to social problems,
aspiration may tell us how people think about and negotiate with social problems from
rural-urban inequality to their unused houses and how people percept the trend of
urbanization of their rural origins. In addition, aspiration involves people’s imaginations of
the future which could be transformative (in comparison to affirmative aspirations shaped
by social-historical processes) (Bennike et.al, 2020). Here, the transformative possibility may
indicate people’s considerations associated with an alternative future, going beyond the
foreseeable future based on the past and current context. By interpreting the expectations
and imaginations of the future, it is possible to unfold people’s considerations regarding
their past experiences and personal values.

2.3 Translocal Household
2.3.1 Household, householding, and global householding
In different disciplines, there have been studies about household as a place and unit
involving cooperation, conflict, and different relations, such as power and emotional
relations (Nguyen, 2014). In migration research, Douglass (2006; 2014) proposed the
concepts of ‘household’, ‘householding’ and ‘global householding’ in order to study the
complex relations, processes and actions carried out by migrant households and to relate
household to social reproduction. According to Douglass (2014), household acted as a social
institution that makes the decision of its migration. He emphasized three important
attributes of a household to understand the dynamics of migration that households were
involved in. First, the definition of household was not limited by kin relationship or
marriage, but also included other household members such as nannies based on people’s
daily activities that created and maintained a household. Second, due to its migration
status, household members were spatially separated, which meant that a household was
not restricted by the same house that members were living in. Lastly, a household was not
only built on income and labor as its material bases but also on social and moral bases, by
which the affection and care between its members were highlighted.
To further indicate the importance of household in building the basis of social reproduction,
Douglass (2006, 423) developed the concept of ‘householding’ which referred to the process
of forming and sustaining a household, ‘always unfolding process involving interconnected
relationships and actions within and beyond the household as a social institution and
physical space’ (Douglass, 2014, 314). These householding actions included ‘forming core
relationships such as marriage, having and raising children, daily household reproduction,
livelihood beyond the household, and intergenerational care’, forming the basis of social
reproduction (Douglass, 2014, 314). Looking at the transnational migrations in Pacific Asia,
Douglass (2006) extended his householding concept into ‘global householding’, which
emphasized the role of globalization resulting in householding processes that happen in
multiple locations in the world – the globalized migrant household reproduction and social
reproduction. Safri & Graham (2010) proposed a similar concept of ‘global household’,
which also defined household as an institution consisting of kin and non-kin members
dispersed globally, emphasizing the study of non-market-oriented household production in
topics of ‘globalization, economic development, and the household politics of economic
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transformation’. In summary, Douglass’s concepts of household, householding and global
householding introduced the dynamics within and beyond migrant households to study
social reproduction topics, with a focus on the globalization context.
My study used Douglass’s conceptualization of household to define households and to
analyze the important attributes of a household involved in the house construction
phenomenon in rural China, while the definition of household related to kinship and the
definition of geographic boundaries are different from Douglass’s concepts. First, household
in this research does not include non-kin members and the migration refers to the internal
rural-urban migration in China, which are different from Douglass’s definition including nonkin members and focusing on international migration. Second, as house building is also a
household decision, household attributes such as gender relations are analyzed to construct
a more comprehensive understanding of this house building phenomenon, based on
Douglass’s concepts. Lastly, to precisely describe and analyze the domestic migration
situation of migrant households in China, the perspective of ‘translocality’ is introduced to
frame ‘translocal household’ as an analytic perspective of this study.
2.3.2 The definition of household
There are two defining differences between the use of household in this research and in
Douglass’s conceptualizations. The first is the definition of household itself. Douglass (2014)
included non-kin relationships in his definition of household as reproductive works were
also carried out by non-kin household members, by which he related household
reproduction to social reproduction and differentiating household from family. Jacka (2018)
indicated that the term ‘household’ (hu) in Chinese had its specific meaning and should be
distinct from ‘the family’ (jia) in Chinese. A household refers to a group of people with
kinship living under the same roof and sharing a budget, which is ‘usually a nuclear or stem
family’ (Jacka, 2018). The family in Chinese refers to a bigger group of close kins who belong
to one or more households (Jacka, 2018). To be more specific, some adult children divide
from their stem household and form their own households after being an adult or married
(Murphy, 2002, 59). With the focus on social reproduction, Jacka (2018) chose to use the
term ‘the family’ because some rural grandparents still take care of their grandchildren from
different households of their children when their children are working in cities. In this
research, I used the same distinction between household and family in Jacka (2018), while I
chose to use the term ‘household’ as a house was for a household’s residence and different
household from the same family always inherited or built their own houses after dividing
from the stem family. In this research, a household refers to a group of people with kinship
sharing the same rural house (they may not always live together due to rural-urban
migration) and sharing a budget, which specifically refers to an immediate family registered
in a same hukou in China.
Another defining difference is the geographic boundaries of migration. Though Douglass
admitted that the distinction between domestic and international migration was weakened
considering the similar geographically separation of migrant households and their
householding actions, he still insisted on the importance of national boundaries that
resulted in the householding processes and separation status of migrant households
(Douglass, 2014; Ngyen, 2014). Households in this research migrate from rural to urban
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areas within China, so the translocal perspective is introduced and will be discussed later in
this section.
2.3.3 Household as an analytical perspective
Despite the two defining differences, Douglass’s household conceptualizations are used to
analyze the inter- and intra-household relationships in the huixiang jianfang phenomenon,
exploring whether attributes of migrant household influence individual’s aspiration and
decision of building a rural house. Building a house is not only important for an individual in
China, but also their households. House is the place where a family lives and where their
hukou is registered in (unless people’s hukou is registered in institutions such as a
university), acting as an important resource for forming a household. Traditionally, owning a
house is closely associated with marriage in China. In rural areas, building a house is
especially important for men, which represents a man’s capacity of providing his wife with
material life, his socioeconomic standing, and the capacity of a new couple dividing from
their stem household to form their own household (Murphy, 2002, 63 & 105). On the other
hand, housing investment in the community of origin was a joint family decision for migrant
households (Osili, 2004), influenced by household characteristics such as livelihood in rural
China (Gao et al., 2022). Considering the associations with the household and its migration
background, I used the household perspective based on Mike Douglass’s concepts to
analyze the similarities and differences in individuals’ perceptions of the phenomenon of
building a rural house.
Mike Douglass’s conceptualizations of household, especially the concept of global
householding, were used to study the dynamics of gendered social reproduction induced by
international or domestic migration, by which the further socio-economic changes driven by
household and social reproduction were studied (see Jacka, 2018; Nguyen, 2014; Nguyen &
Locke, 2014; Peterson, 2010). For example, Jacka (2018) reviewed the approach of global
householding and adapted its emphases on gender and intergenerational relations within a
household, to develop a framework analyzing the reproduction-related agrarian change in
rural China and Asia. By analyzing the reproductive work and its gender and
intergenerational politics, Jacka (2018) suggested that global householding could be used to
study the shifts in migration strategies and family reproduction as agrarian change. Drawing
on the householding concept, Nguyen (2014) analyzed the household organization,
particularly care practices, in the context of the fluid domestic migration in Vietnam, aiming
to examine the gendered changes in household reproduction and livelihood and relate them
to the social changes in Vietnam.
Similarly, gender and intergenerational relations within households emphasized by the
concepts of household and householding are analyzed in chapter 6 of this research.
Household as an analytical perspective is mainly rooted in Mike Douglass’s
conceptualizations of household, householding, and global householding. Unlike Nguyen
(2014) and Jacka (2018), household in this research is not a unit of analysis, but a
perspective that points out household attributes to be analyzed when household is
important in this house construction phenomenon. Though this research does not focus on
household or social reproduction topics, the reproduction meaning revealed by the
householding concept contributes to the understanding of gender and generational
relations within households. By looking at reproductive work that forms and sustains a
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household, such as marriage and earning income, I analyze the similarities and differences
between different genders and generations who carry out those reproductive work and
come up with potential gender- or generation-related dynamics that influence individual’s
aspiration and decision of building a house in their rural origins. Besides, considering
building a house itself as a reproductive activity of a household, the involvement and
decision power of household members of different genders and generations are also
analyzed. Lastly, Jacka (2018) suggested that the global householding concept could
potentially link the analysis from a micro (household) to a macro (social, national) scale. In
light of this, social issues and changes related to the house-building phenomenon, such as
the rural-urban migration and hukou institution, should be considered and related to the
analysis of household.
2.3.4 Translocality and translocal household
As discussed in 2.2.2, this research pays attention to the internal migration in China, while
Douglass’s householding approaches focus on transnational migration with an emphasis on
the state-nation boundaries. Jacka (2012) and Nguyen (2014) argued that Douglass’s global
householding concepts could also apply to domestic rural-urban migration in countries like
China and Vietnam, in consideration of the similar pattern of spatial dispersion and mobility
of household members and their householding activities. Thus, they introduced the concept
of ‘translocal’ to describe the intra-national migration background of the households in their
studies, using the terms ‘translocal family’ and ‘translocal household (householding)’
(Nguyen, 2014; Jacka, 2018). Inspired by their use of tranlocality concept, this research
adapts translocality concept supplementary to the household perspective based on Mike
Douglass’s household approaches, using ‘translocal household’ as the a defining and
analytical perspective.
According to Greiner & Sakdapolrak's (2013) review of the concept and application of
translocality, translocality was an expansion of the concept of transnationality, referring to
the mobilities and related socio-spatial dynamics in both transnational and intra-national
migration. It was used in multiple disciplines including anthropology, history, geography,
cultural studies, and development studies to describe the ‘phenomena involving mobility,
migration, circulation and spatial interconnectedness’ (Greiner & Sakdapolrak, 2013). In
development studies with focuses on migrant household, scholars used translocal
perspective to better describe migration as intra-national (e.g., Nguyen 2014; Nguyen &
Locke), to study the role of translocality in building and influencing the resilience of migrant
households to risks (see Pacoma & Delda, 2019; Porst & Sakdapolrak, 2018), as well as to
study the dynamics of social reproduction and related socio-economic changes (e.g., Nguyen
2014; Jacka, 2018). The translocal perspective also emphasized the focus on both mobile
and immobile population, and both people movement and material flow, indicating the
translocal characteristics of the immobile population (non-migrant) and materials such as
remittance (Greiner & Sakdapolrak, 2013). This was similar to Jacka (2012) and Nguyen’s
(2014) critiques of the dichotomy of migrants and non-migrant household members (i.e.,
non-migrants could be former or future migrants), suggesting paying attention to the
fluidity of household and life-cycle dynamics of individuals and households. in light of this,
translocality of households and individuals could be an analytical aspect. Therefore, in
addition to precisely describing the internal migration background of households in this
study, translocality is also used in the analysis by taking into consideration of translocality of
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individuals as household members, such as their potential migrant status or identities in the
past or future, the role of their connection to both rural and urban areas in their aspiration
and decision of building a rural house, as well as the impacts of their household’s
translocality on their perceptions of this house construction phenomenon.
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Chapter 3. Methods
3.1 Research design
Aiming to understand the huixiang jianfang phenomenon in China from an individual level,
this research project draws on a constructivism research paradigm, based on the relativistic
realities, interactions with the research objects, and a hermeneutical and dialectical
methodology (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Research data were collected through the snowball
sampling method, semi-structured interviews and photo-voice, by which participants with a
rural-urban migration background in Foshan, China were selected and interviewed. The
selection of research site and sampling method was based on the high migration rate in
Foshan and my personal background as a local in Foshan, which made the contacts and
trust-building with participants more viable and accessible. The semi-structured interview
method was chosen to ensure the data concentrated on the topic of huixiang jianfang,
whilst respondents were given spaces to share their own perceptions and experiences that
emerged during the interviews. Photo-elicitation was another data collection method that
aimed to inquire visual data as a supplement to interview data.
Coding was used to organize and analyzed the data, with a theoretical framework based on
the phenomenological approach, aspiration perspective and translocal household
perspective. The method of coding was chosen to extract and organize qualitative data, as
well as identify themes (Cope, 2021, 359), which contributed to understanding the data and
conducting further analysis based on specific themes. The analytical themes, such as
affection and generation, were instructed by a theoretical framework concentrated on the
aims and topic of this research. Aiming to construct an understanding of huixiang jianfang
phenomenon from an individual level, the phenomenological approach was used to analyze
individual’s experiences and create knowledge of a phenomenon. The aspiration and
translocal household perspectives were then used to describe the data and orient further
analyses focusing on individuals and their rural-urban migration backgrounds.

3.2 Data collection
3.2.1 Sampling
21 adult respondents (see Table 1 and detailed information about their interviews in
Appendix A) from 9 households were interviewed in this research, sampled by the snowball
sampling method. As discussed in the theoretical section, household is one of the important
analytical aspects in this thesis, so some participants are from the same household and
household is one of the categories of individual participants in this thesis. The snowball
sampling started by asking my parents and friends if they knew people who or whose
household were living in cities but simultaneously had built or planned to build a house in
their rural origins. As my friends could only contact a few potential interviewees living in
different cities in China, I chose to contact interviewees through my parents’ connections
based in the same city Foshan.
My parents are living in Foshan for decades and make a living by running a small business
and renting our rural houses in our home village in Foshan. I started the snowball sampling
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from my parents’ friends to their household members and friends, and those friends’
household members. Seven of my parent's friends (interviewee 1, 4, 5, 9, 13, 17, and 19)
were firstly contacted and those people were interviewed and acted as the contact person
of their households (household 1-5, 7, and 9). Then the contact persons asked if their adult
household members were willing to be interviewed and eleven interviewees from their
households joined this research. Besides, interviewee 13 contacted her brother interviewee
15 who also asked his daughter interviewee 16 to participate. Interviewee 17 referred his
friend interviewee 18 to join this research.

3.2.2 Semi-structured interviews
21 interviews were conducted from February 8th to March 3rd, 2022 (see the detailed
interview and participant information in Appendix A; interview questions in Appendix B).
Interviews were held online due to the COVID-19 pandemic, via WeChat video call, voice
call, and text message depending on respondents’ preferences. WeChat (微信)was an
instant-messaging application that was also used to contact respondents and receive their
photos and photo explanations for the photo-elicitation method. Audio of each interview
was digitally recorded through an online meeting software Feishu (飞书), which could
automatically convert audios into transcripts. Interviews were conducted in Mandarin,
Cantonese, Hunan dialect (interview 3), and Guangxi dialect (interview 21). Interview 3 and
21 were three-way interviews with a third person translating the dialect into Mandarin. All
interviews were transcribed into text in Chinese for coding. The online meeting software
Feishu was used to transcribe audios in Mandarin and an audio transcription software
XunfeiTingjian (讯飞听见) was used to transcribe audios in Cantonese.
The method of semi-structured interviews was used to collect data focusing on individual’s
experiences and feelings about the huixiang jianfang phenomenon. Though this research
studied the phenomenon from an individual level rather than a more generalized level,
respondents were still sharing some similarities such as the rural-urban migration
background and I expected to find some similarities in their experiences and perceptions of
this phenomenon. Therefore, the semi-structured interview method was chosen, which was
not as much individualistic as biography methods and unstructured interviews but focused
more on individual experiences than surveys and other more structured interviews
(Winchester & Rofe, 2010, 9). Semi-structured interviews in this research ensured the focus
on huixiang jianfang phenomenon itself by a series of open questions, whilst spaces were
given to respondents to share their own stories and feelings. The interview questions were
structured around: why they or their households (plan to) built a new rural house, why they
(don’t) have the aspiration of building a house, the meaning of the home and house, and
their experience during house construction. As experiences and feelings were individualspecific, the order of questions was not fixed, and extra questions were formed and asked
during the interview based on respondents’ answers.
I ran the interviews as conversations between respondents and me, starting from a consent
statement and an introduction to this project. To build trust with the respondents and start
the conversation about huixiang jianfang, I shared my positionality as one of the people
who were also experiencing this phenomenon and shared my experience when respondents
were talking about similar experiences. I directed the conversations by asking the main
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questions about this phenomenon and asking some specific questions that emerged during
the interviews to get more information if something was unclear or more associated with
this topic. When sometimes respondents were focusing too much or too detailed on their
personal histories or other less-associated stories such as the history of their home villages, I
would try to relate those stories to the former question or lead the conversation to the next
question. During the interviews, I noticed that if interviewees did not understand some
questions, I should not explain by giving example answers, otherwise respondents might be
led by those answers. Besides, I tried to avoid thinking and talking about specific answers
from other interviews or my life experiences in order to avoid leading respondents to
particular answers. By doing semi-structured interviews, I collected oral data from
respondents and transcribed them into text for analysis. However, building a house is an
important decision, even a life-cycle event for some people and their households, a onetime interview may not be enough to understand the relationships between individuals and
their rural houses. I used the photo-voice method to collect visual data for understanding
individual’s perceptions from another aspect.
3.2.3 Photo-voice
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, I am not able to conduct participatory research in China. I
used photo-voice as another method to understand the meaning of the rural house for
individuals and their expectations about house in the future. Visual methods help us to
understand the questions we asked from another dimension, allowing interviewees to
reflect on research questions from different aspects and interact with researchers (Shaw,
2020). Photo-voice is a visual method in which participants actively create photographs
requested by researchers and interpret the photographs, by which participants not only
provide their personal understandings and reflections on the research (Shaw, 2020) but also
engage in the production of knowledge and taking actions with their individual agency
(Wang & Burris, 1997; Moletsane et al., 2007).
The photovoice methodology had been used in a growing number of public health and
education studies, emphasizing the less reliance on oral methods (Shaw, 2020) and the
participation and empowerment of community members and youths in social actions (e.g.,
Wang & Burris, 1997; Moletsane et al., 2007; Catalani & Minkler 2010). In this research, the
use of photo-voice falls on creating knowledge from individual’s understandings, which is an
alternative data-collection method to oral interviews, rather than a participatory method for
respondents to engage in specific social issues and actions. One thing that should be
clarified is that the photo-voice method used in this research is different from another
popular visual method photo-elicitation. Before data-collection the stage, this research
project proposed to use photo-elicitation – which emphasized the use of photos during
interviews to elicit respondents’ memories, feelings and discussions (Shaw, 2020; Williams &
Whitehouse, 2015). Considering the trust building with respondents and respondents’
understandings of this topic, I asked them to provide photographs after developing a deeper
understanding of the huixiang jianfang phenomenon in our interviews. Therefore, I used the
photo-voice method after interviews rather than photo-elicitation during interviews.
The procedure of the photo-voice method was asking respondents to provide photos with
specific meanings, send them to me via WeChat, and briefly interpret those photos.
Respondents were asked to 1) provide a photo representing the importance of their houses
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in their rural origins to understand the meanings of this house. It could be the actual house
itself, their lives within their houses or activities associated with the houses, etc. that are of
importance to them. 2) provide a photo of people’s dream houses to visualize people’s
aspirations, which represent their future expectations associated with the house, and their
reflections on the social context they are living in. It was the dream house that appeared in
respondent’s mind when they were thinking about the word ‘dream house’, not limited to a
rural or urban house. However, only 10 respondents sent me those photos and only half of
them meet the requirements – some respondents sent whatever pictures they had about
their house but not the picture of importance – because most of the respondents were
living in cities and could not take a photo of their rural houses. I decided not to use those
photos for analysis, but some of them would be used as complementary information in the
analysis.

3.3 Data Analysis
3.3.1 Respondents
To give an overview of the respondents in this research, I numbered their interviews and
listed basic information in Table 1. Detailed information about respondents and their
interviews could be found in Appendix A. Specifically, the contact person of a household was
working and living or used to live in Foshan, while other participants as their household
members did or did not live in Foshan due to their rural-urban migration background. A
contact person helped to contact their household members who were able to be
interviewed and contact other respondents from other households, by which the snowball
sampling was run in this research. As this research was anonymous, respondents provided
either their family name or first name. For married female respondents, they were called by
their own first or family name as Chinese people did not usually change their family name
after marriage and do not usually use their husband’s family name. Some respondents were
called by Mrs. because they did not provide their names in this research. The basic
information in Table 1 also includes respondents’ residence conditions and occupations to
inform their rural-urban migration situations. Here, respondents were categorized as fulltime rural or urban residents, which only referred to the rural or urban location they stay for
most of a year but not related to their hukou.
Besides, categories for individuals and their households were created for further analyses
concerning important household attributes based on the translocal household perspective.
Respondents were categorized by generations within a household for the intergenerational
relation analysis in chapter 6. In this research, all respondents’ households consist of three
generations5 – grandparents, parents, and grandchildren, which is called the trinity of the
three generations by Yan (2016). Similar to Yan’s categories, I categorized generations in this
research based on the household structure and people’s roles (as grandparents, parents,
and grandchildren) but not based on people’s age, naming the three generations as the
elder, middle, and young generation.
5 There are also four or more generations in other households or in families consisting of several
households in real life, but in this research all households have three generations.
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The interactions between intergenerational relations and the huixiang jianfang
phenomenon will be discussed in chapter 6. Lastly, according to pre-interview
communication with some respondents, they shared their concerns and insecurities about
talking about building a house that involved privacy and interests of themselves and their
households. Therefore, information such as income and hukou was not specifically discussed
and shown in this research.
Table 1 Information of respondents

Interview#
Household
(interviewee#)

Name

1
2

1 (contact
person)
1

Ms. Su (Mrs.
Jiang)
Mr. Jiang Jr.

3

1

Mr. Jiang Sr.

4

Mr. Wei

6

2 (contact
person)
3 (contact
person)
3

7

3

Mrs. Bi Sr.

8

3

Mr. Bi Sr.

9
10

4 (contact
person)
4

Ms. Qun (Mrs.
Zhou)
Mr. Zhou Sr.

11

4

Mr. Zhou Jr.

12

4

Miss Zhou

13

5 (contact
person)

Ms. Zhang
(Mrs. Xiao)

14

5

Miss Xiao

15

6 (contact
person)
6

Mr. Zhang

7 (contact
person)
8 (contact
person)

Mr. Deng

5

16
17
18

Mr. Bi Jr.
Mrs. Bi Jr.

Miss Zhang

Ms. Qin

Rural-urban
residence
status
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time rural
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident
Full-time urban
resident

Occupation
Housewife

Generation
within
household
Middle

Businessman Middle
Retiree

Elder

Unknown

Middle

Unknown

Middle

Unknown

Middle

Retiree

Elder

Retiree

Elder

Nanny

Middle

Unknown

Middle

Freelancer

Young

Freelancer

Young

Employee in
an interior
decoration
company
College
student
Timber mill
owner
College
student
Barber shop
owner
Laundry
owner

Middle

Young
Middle
Young
Middle
Middle

19

19

9 (contact
person)

Mr. Wei

Full-time urban
resident

20

9

Mrs. Wei Jr.

21

9

Mrs. Wei Sr.

Full-time urban
resident
Full-time rural
resident

Full-time
Middle
computer
maintenance
staff; parttime rocker
Freelancer
Middle
Retiree

Elder

3.3.2 Household categories
Considering household as an important analytical dimension in this research, I also created a
household category to better describe households in this research and analyze relations
between or beyond households that potentially influence individual’s aspirations and
decisions of building a rural house. Again, household in this research is not an analytic unit,
but an important dimension to understanding individual’s perception of huixiang jianfang
and relating individual understandings to a more macro-level context. I will explain my
household categories from reflecting on the vague rural-urban household categories in
current studies, to developing my own categories based on the findings of this research.
The vague categories
In current studies about “people living in cities but building a house in their rural origins”,
the research object was always the group of rural migrant worker and their households
(Ming & Zeng, 2014; Yang et al., 2018, 2020; Yang & Zhang, 2019; P. Zhang & Lin, 2014; Z.
Zhu, 2017) or peasant (Hu & Tian, 2012; Wang & Xia, 2019), who had their hukou registered
in rural areas. There is also a group of people from rural areas who have registered
their hukou in urban areas after they migrated to cities, and they invested in rural housing in
their home villages as well. This group of people was overlooked in current studies. Aiming
to hear more voices from people who were experiencing this phenomenon, I proposed to
involve not only the rural migrant worker households but also the urban households from
rural areas. However, by interviewing participants in this research and doing more research
about current studies, I found that categorizing households by only hukou could not clearly
describe similarities and differences among different households.
First, some households were rather not completely a rural migrant household or an urban
household in this research. Formally, rural migrant worker is defined as “workers who
register their permanent residence in rural areas and have been engaged in non-agricultural
industries locally or outside their registered place of domicile for more than six months
within a year” (National Bureau of Statistics, 2022b). As hukou is a household registration
system, I proposed to define rural migrant worker household as the household which
registered its hukou in rural areas and with members working in urban areas for more than
six months a year. In contrast, urban households in this research referred to the household
which originated from a rural area and had registered or had the ability to register hukou in
an urban area. In this research, household 6 chose to only build a house and register its
hukou in its rural origin, while it had the ability to purchase urban housing and register an
urban hukou. In addition, household 4 and 5 had respectively registered their hukou by
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purchasing housing in the county-level and prefecture-level city (as small- to large-sized
cities) their home villages situated in, rather than registered in Foshan city (as mega-city)
they were working in like household 1 to 3. In other words, though some households had
the ability to get a city hukou, whether they chose to register a city hukou or not, and
housing in which level of the city they could afford varied.
Second, the categories of different households were unclear or even contradictory in
current studies of this phenomenon. Wang & Xia (2019) and Yang et al. (2020) focused on
rural migrant households, while households that had bought a house in town or city –
meaning that they were able to get an urban hukou – were still involved in those studies as
rural migrant worker households. Their ownership of city housing promised their
accessibility to urban hukou and further urban welfares such as education and health care
bonded to an urban hukou, which was contradictory to the marginalized problems of rural
migrant workers that scholars were concerned about. In conclusion, different situations of
households originating from rural areas do not only depend on the fact that they register
their hukou in rural or urban areas but also involve their ability to purchase a house in
different levels of cities and their own choices of whether buy an urban house or not.
Household categories in this research
A simple division between rural migrant household and urban household cannot describe
diverse situations of different households who are living in cities but build a house in rural
villages. In order to better portray this phenomenon from a household level, I use the
affordability of city housing, the tier of city households buying a house, the utilization of the
rural house, and the split status of a household to make possible comparisons and contrasts
(see Table 2).
Three kinds of households appear in this research. Household that bought or had the ability
to buy a house in a mega city (household 1 to 3). Household that bought or had the ability to
buy a house in a small-, medium-, or large-sized city (household 4 to 6). Household that did
not have the ability to buy a house in a city yet (household 7 to 9). Here, the tire of a city is
associated to the rules of registering a hukou in that city, suggested by the reform of
household registration system in 2014. Cities are categorized as town and small city,
medium city (population 0.5-1 million), large city (population 1-5 million), and megacity
(population more than 5 million), by which the household registration rules were relaxed for
cities with a population under a million but were strictly restricted in the megacities in order
to help 100 million rural migrants and other migrants to get an urban hukou (State Council
of the People Republic of China, 2014). Though the rules are city-specific, it is generally
much easier for people to register their household in relatively small cities (for example,
only a legal stable residence is required for a town and small city hukou) (State Council of
the People Republic of China, 2014), while it is still difficult to access a hukou in megacities
with restrictions on people’s employment, residence, social security status and how long
they continuously live in a city.
In this research, household 1 to 3 had bought a house and got a hukou in a megacity before
building a new house in rural hometowns, to have a better living condition in the city and
access social welfare provided for citizens, particularly education. Though they were able to
support the life of the household in the city, some elders chose to live in their rural houses
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at home villages as they were used to living a rural life with familiar environments and
people. For household 7 to 9, they were unable to afford a city house and get an
urban hukou yet, while they chose to invest their money to a rural house. Here, household 8
and 9 were split due to high living expenses or difficulty to access education in a city, so one
of the reasons why they invested in building a new rural house was to provide better living
conditions for members left behind in the rural areas. Household 7 had no members left in
the rural area and aspired for both a new rural house and urban house in the city they were
living in, though they were uncertain which they would invest in first. And for the rest
household 4, 5 and 6, they were situated in between the two groups discussed above.
Household 4 and 5 chose to buy a house in a small to large city where their home villages
were situated for convenient city life and better education, but not the city they were
working in, which meant that they were still in a migrant status not only from their villages
but also their city hukou. For household 6, they chose not to purchase a city house, though
they were able to do it with the one million yuan they invested in their new rural house. This
choice here depended more on people’s desire for returning and living in home village,
rather than chasing better living conditions and education in cities. House construction
might be more necessary for households that had members staying in the rural areas, while
the split could be active or passive.
Categorizing those households is not aiming to generalize different households under this
phenomenon but trying to show as much as information to draw a picture of this
phenomenon. Those households had different affordability for urban housing in different
cities, had different priorities for rural and urban housing, and had different split statuses.
However, they were all adapting the livelihood strategy of working in cities, they originated
from a rural area and kept their connections to their rural origins through their houses and
returns, as well as aspirations for rural houses and returns. No matter whether there were
elders and children living in the rural house, or only on holidays and events the household
would return and stay in here, the rural house might not be as “empty” as we supposed.
Carrying people’s beliefs, affections, life plans and dreams, living in city and building a house
in rural origins has meanings beyond resource underutilization and even waste.

Table 2 Information and categories of households

Household

Ownership of
urban housing
(level of the
city)

1

Yes (megacity)

Rural house
construction
(after
migrating to
cities for
work)
Yes

Aspiration for
building a
house in rural
origins

Purchased
an urban
house or
built a rural
house first

Utilization of the
rural house

Split
status

Yes

Urban
house

-

Split

-

Grandfather
usually lives in
it.
The father
returns monthly
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2

Yes (megacity)

Yes

Yes

Urban
house

3

Yes (megacity)

No

Yes

Urban
house

4

Yes (large city)

No

Yes

Urban
house

5

Yes (small or
medium city)

Yes

Yes

Urban
house

6

No

Yes

Yes

7

No

No

Yes (no
concrete
plan)

Rural house
(only
wanted to
have a rural
house and
about a
million yuan
was
invested in)
Not sure

to visit the
grandfather.
- The others only
return in
holidays and
important
events.
- The father
returns more
frequent than
the others to
visit the
grandmother
who are living in
his brother’s
house.
- The others only
return in
holidays and
important
events.
All members live in
city and only return
in holidays and
important events.
Have not built a new
house yet with the
old house too old to
live in. All members
live in city and only
return in holidays
and important
events, living in
relative’s house.
- Grandparents
usually lives in
it.
- The others only
return in
holidays and
important
events.
All members live in
city and only return
in holidays and
important events.

All members live in
city and only return
in holidays and
important events.

Not split

Not split

Not split

Split

Not split

Not split
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8

No

Yes

Yes

Rural house

-

9

No

Yes

Yes

Rural house

-

-

Grandmother
usually lives in
it.
The others live
in city and
return every
few years.
Grandmother
and young
children usually
live in it.
The parents
only return in
holidays and
important
events.

Split

Split

3.3.3 Coding
The main analysis method in this research is coding, directed by the theoretical framework.
The coding procedure started by defining codes, doing coding, assigning different codes to
address different research questions, and developing arguments. Codes included descriptive
and analytic codes. Descriptive codes directly came from my interview questions and were
frequently mentioned by respondents, such as the meaning of home and root (gen 根). I
listed descriptive codes by checking interview notes and interview questions and glancing
through some transcripts. Based on the list of descriptive codes, I highlighted words and
sentences related to those codes, by which some new descriptive codes were also found
and some ideas about analytical codes emerged. Analytic codes, such as generation and
affection, were developed from concepts in my theoretical framework and based on my
understanding of how to organize and interpret different descriptive codes. To be more
specific, themes like dream house and gender relations derived from the aspiration and
translocal household perspectives were listed as analytic codes, which helped me to
categorize descriptive codes into different themes and do coding again based on those
analytic codes. In addition, some analytic codes relations emerged during the coding process
and during my thinking of interpreting the results. For example, I found that different
individuals in different family roles and different ages had different decision power in
building a house, which influenced their perceptions of building a rural house but did not
directly appear in my research question or theoretical framework. Codes and related results
were then assigned to answer different research questions. In the next chapter, different
considerations of why people build a house in their rural origins are discussed, followed by a
deeper understanding of this phenomenon through the aspiration and household
perspectives.
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Chapter 4. Building a house is an aspiration
Why people living in cities choose to build a new house in their rural origins is not a singleanswer question, but a consequence resulting from a combination of different
considerations. To answer this research question, I started by categorizing different reasons
why people decided to build a rural house, arguing that though there were many interacted
reasons, people built a house because they aspired for the life related to this rural house. In
this research, all the households had built or had the possibility to build a new rural house,
even though only two respondents (interview 3 and 21) were full-time rural residents living
in their rural houses. I asked respondents directly why their households and they wanted to
build this underutilized house. Responses were several practical, emotional, cultural, and
financial considerations of different importance for different people. Such considerations
and reasons are similar to (such as residential needs and return plan) or different from (such
as institutional constraints) findings in other scholars’ studies on this rural house
construction phenomenon in China. Departing from a brief review of current studies, this
chapter presents how individuals think about building a rural house from their own
perspectives.
Economists, development sociologists, and demographers had found various factors and
reasons that resulted in this phenomenon, including institutional constraints, residence
demand, return plan, investment purpose, favorable rural policies, self-identity,
maintenance of rights as community members, marriage, and show off. (Hu & Tian, 2012;
Lin et al., 2018; Ming & Zeng, 2014; P. Zhang & Lin, 2014). Zhu (2017) and Yang & Zhang
(2019) developed a framework to classify those factors and analyze this phenomenon by
using the “Push-Pull” theory, arguing that the house construction phenomenon resulted
from both push forces such as hukou in cities and pull forces such as subsidy policies in the
rural areas. They suggested that investing in a rural house was a passive choice for most
rural migrant workers.
In those studies, scholars tended to emphasize the importance of external socioeconomic
factors, particularly obstacles brought by the hukou and market institutions, while
individual’s internal demands and feelings were just briefly mentioned or even neglected. In
this research, my respondents shared a lot of their personal thoughts, feelings, and
emotions through their own experiences, pointing out how important their desires and
affections were when making the decision of building a new house in their rural origins.
Whether external factors or internal needs are more important may not be a question, as
they are interrelated, and this research and other studies are looking at this phenomenon
from different perspectives with different participants. Yang & Zhang (2019) pointed out
that the internal motivation and external environment were interrelated and together
resulted in individual’s behavior, based on the American social psychologist Kurt Lewin's
behavioral model. For example, people’s return and residence plans in rural areas are not
only determined by individual’s physical and emotional needs but also influenced by
external conditions such as their hukou and their employment conditions in urban areas.
The reason why scholars focused on the external factors might be because they studied this
phenomenon from a more generalized and macro level, seeing rural house construction as a
group behavior that was highly impacted by external factors (Yang & Zhang, 2019).
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Though there were no interview questions directly about the external factors such as the
expensive urban housing and subsidy policies for rural housing, we reached those external
factors in some interviews. Different from some studies cited above, some of the people I
interviewed prefer a rural house not because they are passively driven to it by economic
pressures, but because it fits their aspirations for the future and their ideal for living. For
example, Ms. Zhang (interview 13), who was a full-time urban resident, chose to buy an
apartment in the county where her family’s home village was situated and build a house in
this village as well. Her household was able to afford housing in a city, so could register for
urban hukou and settle down there. Still, she was aspiring for a rural life after her
retirement. “In Fact, the rural house is the house I want most. …… For myself, integrating
into a city is not a problem.”
For Ms. Qin (interview 18) and Mr. Deng (interview 17), who were also full-time urban
residents in Foshan but had not registered their hukou in Foshan (as formally defined as
rural migrant workers), integrating into Foshan city they were working in was not a problem
as well. They were unable to afford urban housing in the area in Foshan they were living in6
and still registered their hukou in rural areas. Both of them expressed their love for this city,
especially to the neighbors and neighborhoods they were familiar with, showing the sense
of belonging this city gave them. Talking about the expensive housing price in cities, people
may misunderstand that rural migrant workers only had one choice of buying an expensive
apartment in the big city they were working in, while according to Mr. Deng (interview 17),
When we are working outside of our hometown and talking about the expensive
housing price, in fact, it’s not that expensive, …… if you go further (to the suburb
area), it is still in the city and we can afford the housing price of 5000 to 6000
yuan/m2 …… I just want to try my best to fulfill my expectation (of having a house in
hometown)
On one hand, rural migrants possible to integrate into the city they are living in, even
though they do not have a local hukou. On the other hand, housing prices are not even in
different areas of a city, while housing in suburbs is more affordable. This discussion shows
voices different from scholars’ findings which are generated from a more generalized level. I
believe that it is not a dual question about whether external factors or internal needs are
more important when people are deciding to build a rural house, but it is looking at a
phenomenon from different perspectives. The following presents the practical, emotional,
cultural, and financial considerations respondents in this research shared about why they
built or planned to build a rural house, reflecting their personal aspirations for the future
related to this house.

6 Ms. Qin and Mr. Deng are living in Guicheng subdistrict, which is the center of Nanhai District and
one of the most developed areas in Foshan. In 2022, the average dwelling price in Guicheng is
33108.50 yuan/m2 (https://www.anjuke.com/xinfang/fj-fs/nanhai_3017/2022/).
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4.1 A house for practical needs: holidays, ceremonies, and living
All the people I interviewed mentioned their need for having a place to stay in their rural
hometowns. A rural house fulfills the residence needs of the elders and children left behind
in the rural areas and of other household members who live in the cities most of the year. In
a split household (household 1, 5, 8, and 9), elders, children, and sometimes the mothers
are living in their rural villages, while other adult members are working and living in urban
areas for higher income to ensure the livelihood of their household. In other cases
(household 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7), all household members are living together in the cities. For
most respondents as full-time urban residents (except interviews 3 and 21), they come back
to their home villages in the New Year (the Spring Festival) and other important events, such
as the Qingming Festival for tomb sweeping and the Mid-Autumn Festival for family
reunion. Most respondents return to their hometowns once or more every year, depending
on their available time and situation of separating from family members. Except for Ms. Qin
(interview 18) from Zhejiang Province, all respondents are from Guangdong Province
(interview 4) or provinces (Guangxi, Hunan, Jiangxi Province) right next to Guangdong.
Though it doesn’t take a long time for them to travel to their hometowns, most respondents
prefer to stay for a relatively long time and only return to their hometowns during the New
Year holiday which is the longest holiday in China. Mr. Wei (interview 4) and Mr. Jiang
(interview 2) travel to their rural home every month as they have time and they want to visit
their old parents in hometown more often, while household 3 sometimes does not spend
their New Year’s holiday at hometown but in Foshan because all their household members
are living together in Foshan. Besides, some interviewees (interviews 1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 15, 19,
and 20) planned to permanently return and live in their rural hometowns after retirement,
which is one of the main reasons why they build a new rural house.
No matter the current need for a short stay on holidays and events or permanent return in
the future, most of the households (except for household 77) that I interviewed had built or
planned to build a new rural house. Though they all own their old rural houses built by the
grandparents in the household before 2000, some houses are too old to be livable
(household 5, 9), in a bad geographic situation such as situated on the top of a hill
(household 1, 4), in old design that people want to change (household 3), or people get a
new housing land (household 2, 6, 8). Thus, people built or planned to build a new house in
their rural origins for their household’s temporal or permanent residence demand.

7 Only household 7 did not have a concrete plan for building a new house. Mr. Deng (interview 17)
said that he might or might not build a house in the future. Though he thought that a rural house
was very important, he would not build this house until he is sure that he will permanently return
and live in his hometown.
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4.2 A house for emotional needs: ganqing
When talking about why investing in a rural house, one word frequently mentioned
was ganqing (感情), which referred to one’s feelings and emotions (gan 感), and affections
(qing 情). In order to maintain and pursuit such ganqing associated with rural hometown,
people choose to build a house for stay and return. Respondents talked about several
different kinds of ganqing, including their missing and affection for the rural homeland
(xiangtuqing 乡土情), affection for family (qinqing 亲情), and friendship (youqing 友情).
According to Mr. Deng (interview 17),
When you are growing up, you see the crops are growing and you pick them up,
which makes you feel that you really grow something and feed people. And thus I
grow the real affection for the land …… From my childhood to my adulthood, I
experienced the social change from collective living to household farming to the
economic reform (gaigekaifang).
This strong affection for the rural land developed when Mr. Deng was growing up, carrying
his valuable memories. In addition, the sense of belonging (guishugan 归属感) was one of
the ganqing being mentioned. Mrs. Bi (interview 6) felt that “my own house in my
hometown is the real home that gives me the best sense of belonging”, while “purchasing a
house in cities is still like renting a house, which could not give you the sense of belonging”.
For people (interview 1, 4, 9-16) who live in cities, they shared their desire for getting
together with their household and family members while staying in their hometowns,
showing the willingness to give back to and accompany their parents, grandparents, and
children. The rural houses provide a place for family reunion, and also for meeting and
connecting with friends and neighbors people missed. Mrs. Wei (interview 20) and Mr. Zhou
(interview 10) expressed their missing their friends and neighbors whom they grew up with,
which one of the reasons was why they always wanted to return to their hometowns and
want to build a house. Mr. Zhou (interview 10) specifically pointed out that there was strong
human kindness (renqingwei 人情味) – a trustworthy ganqing among community members
– in the rural community, as people in a village were familiar with and trusted each other.
People built those close and trusty relationships based on their families’ and their own life
experiences in the villages.
In addition to the close and trustworthy relationships people are missing, there are also
relationships that people must maintain. Mr. Zhou (interview 10) explained that another
reason why people in a village helped each other was that people only had each other. In
other words, human resources are valuable in a village. He took the weeding ceremony as
an example,
People in cities could just pay and hold a ceremony in the restaurant which will
prepare all the stuff, while in a village where there were no restaurants and villagers
only depend on and help each other. …… If you don’t go back (to help others) when
others need you, you will not get any help when you need
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Based on my experiences, there are restaurants in some villages or some ceremony teams
that are available to provide door-to-door services in villages. However, attending events
not only means help and support, but also your sense of identity as a local community
member. Respondents (interview 9 and 18) also pointed out that it was a necessity to have
a house (which represents your identity as a part of the local community) and join important
events in the community even if you did not plan to permanently return to the village,
otherwise you would be judged by community members. In order to get possible help and
avoid to-some-extent moral judgment from the community, people maintain their
connection to the rural community and social relationships by building a house, proving that
they are able to come back and stay.

4.3 A house for fulfilling cultural needs and family duties: falling leaves returning to
their roots (luoye guigen)
A rural house carries the cultural belief of root and origin (genyuan 根源) of an individual
and its family. A house in people’s rural origins is a sign representing root (gen) and origin
(yuan) in Chinese traditional culture and becomes people’s belief. Here, genyuan means
where you are from and where your ancestors are from. Community members and people
themselves may believe that one and one’s family should have at least a house as a physical
sign representing that you and your family originate from and keep your connection to this
village. To some extent, it is also a moral duty related to the filial piety culture in China.
Ms. Qin (interview 18) told me that the most important reason why she built a house in her
hometown was genyuan, which both her community and her mother believed in. Qin’s
village has moved to a new situation in the same area as the former situation was
developed by the government. Looking at the unfamiliar land without childhood memories,
Qin was unable to feel the sense of belonging to her hometown, while Foshan city she had
worked for twenty years could give her. She did not want to build a new house in her rural
village and planned to settle down in Foshan. However, she was afraid of judgments from
the rural community that she was an unfilial person who could not provide her parents a
house to represent her family’s root and represent that there are successors in this family.
In addition, her mother had a strong desire for a house as their root in the rural village, thus
Qin decided to build this rural house.
Like Qin’s mother, many of the respondents (interview 2, 5, 6, 15, 17, 19, and 20) have a
belief that people should come back to the rural villages they originate from – as the falling
leaves return to their roots (luoye guigen 落叶归根), no matter they will permanently
return or not. The rural houses carry their belief about having “a root” and “a real home”
that gives them a sense of belonging and security. Even though Mr. Deng (interview 17) was
not completely sure if he would return and live in his hometown after retirement, “this rural
house can tell my relatives and friends that I have come back to where we grew up together
and I am able to inherit this culture (of luoye guigen)”, as Mr. Deng said.
With the belief of root and origin, respondents (interview 6, 17-20) also expected that their
children who grew up in cities could learn about the culture of luoye guigen and have an
idea about where themselves and their families were from. Parents believed that a house,
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which carried and inherit the histories and stories of a family, could help their children to
understand what roots meant and where their families and ancestors had lived in. With a
comfortable rural house newly built, parents were able to take their young children back
and stay for a period of time. Ms. Su and Mr. Wei (interview 1 and 19) emphasized that the
rural house enabled them to teach children how to live with and accompany their family
members, especially their grandparents who lived in the rural areas they seldomly met. Mr.
Wei (interview 19) believed that the close relationships with family members and the
atmosphere of helping each other in family lives could teach children the kindness and
warmness of human beings. In addition to the family education, nature education was
considered as well. Rural houses with courtyards for growing vegetables and family farming
sustained in villages enable children who grew up in cities to get closer to nature, helping
them to learn about how crops and animals grow and when different crops grow. With
those happy and impressive childhood memories with family and nature, Ms. Su (interview
1) expected that her children could have a deep impression of their hometown and develop
a sense of belonging.
Another cultural need of Ms. Su (interview 1) was integrating into the local community and
being familiar with the local culture of her husband’s hometown. As a full-time mother, she
is born in and living in Guangdong with her husband and children, but during long holidays
she has to live in her husband’s hometown in Hunan – where has an entirely different
culture and lifestyle from her hometown. Ms. Su expected to build a new house that was
more comfortable and had a better geographic situation than the old one on the mountain
top. After building this new house, she felt that she was more willing to come to her
husband’s hometown and come more frequently with her children. With more time staying
in her husband’s home village, she aspired to learn more and be familiar with the local
conditions and customs, being a “real host” when she was staying in her household’s
hometown.

4.4 Financial consideration
Financial considerations influence people’s decisions about building or not building a rural
house. Mr. Wei (interview 19) mentioned that policy support was the direct reason why he
built a new house in his rural hometown. Mr. Wei got an opportunity of getting a subsidy
from the government for poor families who needed to rebuild their old house. Though Mr.
Wei did not have enough money for the unsubsidized part, he did not want to miss the
subsidy and finally built a new house by borrowing money for the unsubsidized part.
However, for the Zhou household (household 4), a shortage of money for buying housing
land was the direct reason why they had not built their new house yet. All household
members including Mrs. Zhou, Mr. Zhou, and their daughter and son wanted to build a new
house in their hometown because their old house was too old and inconvenient on the hill.
In recent years, the strict land policy in rural areas restricts the use of different lands, which
means that villagers can only build a house on the housing land (zhaijidi). The Zhou’s did not
want to rebuild in their old address but could not afford to purchase housing land on the
foot of the hill as there was very limited housing land in their village, thus they could not
build a new house and chose to buy an apartment in the city nearby.
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According to previous studies (Zhu, 2017; Yang & Zhang, 2019), building a rural house was to
a large extent resulted from the high housing prices and financial pressure in urban areas.
For Mr. and Mrs. Wei (interview 19, 20), a rural house was a better choice with less financial
pressure in comparison to an urban house. They thought that a rural house requiring them
to pay just once (even though should borrow money from friends) gave them much less
pressure than paying a monthly house loan in a city when considering owning a new house.
This was an important reason why they chose to build a house in their rural hometown they
only stayed for a few days a year.

4.5 A new rural house is what people aspire for
Considerations discussed above are reasons and factors that influence individual’s decision
of building a rural house. Though the considerations are categorized as practical, emotional,
cultural and financial, the relationships among them and how they collectively influence
people’s decisions are unknown. I tried to identify their relationships or develop a
framework, such as direct and indirect reasons, or essential and less-important reasons, to
further analyze and understand the huixiang jianfang phenomenon. Looking at the impacts
of different considerations on the decision of building a house, I found that building a rural
house was not only behavior but also an aspiration. As a behavior, building a house is
influenced by several different factors. People did build this house because of those needs
discussed above, while people had not built this house because they did not have housing
land (household 4), did not have enough money (household 3), or did not have concrete
(long-term or short-term) return plan to hometown (household 7). Except for respondent 17
from household 7, every respondent’s household had built or had a certain plan to build a
new rural house in their hometowns because they wanted to live there, maintain
relationships developed there, and inherit their cultural beliefs and duties, while financial
and financial-related factors only impacted the timing of this house construction behavior.
The subsidy policy made Mr. and Mrs. Wei build their rural houses earlier than they
planned, but Mr. Wei mentioned that the policy just affected the timing. With or without
the subsidy, they were certain that they would finally build this house as their old house was
too old (see Figure 2 and 3). What they really wanted was a place providing better living
conditions for their household members and providing them happiness and a sense of
belonging. Though Mrs. Bi had built a new rural house and still planned to work and live in
urban areas for decades, her dream house (Figure 4) was still a rural house, which was
bigger and more modern than her current house. Similarly, with or without enough money,
other households would finally build this house because they want to have this house. What
unchanged was people’s desires for a rural house and lives related to this house.
Therefore, I argue that building a house in one’s rural origin is an aspiration and this
aspiration plays an essential role in their decision on building a house. A rural house in
people’s hometown carries people’s desire for an annual short stay or permanent stay in
their rural home, their desires for maintaining their affections for and relationships with
families, friends and communities, their beliefs, and their expectations for the next
generations. Building a house in home village was a life plan, expectation, or dream of many
participants, resulted from or shaped by people’s own experiences and the social context
they are living in. Questions about this house aspiration then emerge. Why do people have
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this aspiration after living in cities for a long time and even though they will still stay in cities
in the future? How did people develop this aspiration and when did they develop it? With
these questions, I will further study huixiang jianfang phenomenon from an aspiration
perspective.

Figure 2 Mr. and Mrs. Wei's old house, which has roof leaks and poor daylighting

Figure 3 Mr. and Mrs. Wei's new house
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Figure 4 What Mrs. Wei's dream house look like
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Chapter 5. Building a house as an individual aspiration: based on one’s
past, shaped by social context
People’s aspiration for a rural house plays an essential role in influencing their behavior of
building a house or not in their hometowns. To deeper understand why people build a rural
house, it is important to understand why they aspire for doing this. Looking from an
aspiration perspective, I found that what framed individual’s aspired future was individual’s
past and the social context they were living in. Individuals wanted to live in their
hometowns as they did in the past, they wanted to maintain their affections and
connections to the local community and people they developed in the past, and they
expected the next generation to experience the same rural lives and culture they had
experienced. Here, I argue that in addition to the future characteristic, there is a past
characteristic of aspiration.
When discussing the role of the past in aspiration, sociologists had paid attention to the
social issues and contexts people experienced and lived in. Based on six studies on
development and agrarian change, particularly the transformation and capitalization in rural
areas, Bennike, Rasmussen, & Nielsen (2020) argued that rural people’s aspiration was
shaped by power relations and social-historical processes. For example, Aguilar-Støen
(2020) found that with the changes in the local political institution (access to land and
development of coffee cooperatives) and international migration in Guatemala, local people
framed their aspirations for migration and coffee cultivation and took actions to realize their
aspirations. I did not study agrarian change and rural development in this thesis, but I
agreed that the impacts of social context on individual’s aspiration should not be
overlooked.
Though my thesis focused on individuals and studied their thinking, feeling and experience,
what people think and feel about themselves is affected in part -- or even constrained -- by
social context, which they may or may not be aware of. As Haas (2021) in his study about
migration and aspiration suggested, the social structure brings inequalities and hierarchies
and thus constrains people from having opportunities, resources, and even their own ideas.
In this thesis, we could see that the construction of the huixiang jianfang aspiration had
more or less been affected by the social context people lived in. For example, people may
keep luoye guigen as their personal belief – which some of them did not think their kids
would have (interview 15, 17, 18), while they may not aware that how they were influenced
by their parents who had this belief and by the rural society which expected them to inherit
this culture. On the other hand, individuals are living in society and cannot be separated
from their society and community. I will discuss why individuals have this house aspiration
through an aspiration lens in the rest part of this chapter, arguing that individuals aspire for
building a rural house because they believe in and want to pass on traditions from the rural
society, and they want to continue the rural lives they experienced in the past. Results from
chapter 4 such as luoye guigen will be used to explain findings in this chapter, which answer
a different question concerning the forming of aspiration.
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5.1 Rural Society Frames one’s aspiration: Life-cycle event and luoye guigen
“Building a house is as important as marriage and having children as one’s important life
events.”
- Mrs. Bi, a resident of Foshan City, talking about
building a house as a life aspiration. (Interview 6,
February 20th, 2022)
Owning and building a rural house is supposed to be a life-cycle event and a mean of luoye
guigen in rural China. By living in the rural society and being influenced by people from local
communities, some individuals make these cultures become their own life plans and belief,
developing their aspiration for building a rural house.
Owning a house is supposed to be an important life event in China. Respondent 3, 7, 8 from
the elder generation, who were the grandparents in their households, told me that a new
rural house was a necessity in their lives. When they were young, before the gaigekaifang,
their whole families were staying together in their villages and had not migrated and
worked in a city. A new rural house was for the residential demand of their enlarged
household, after their marriage and their children’s birth. For thousands of years of living in
an agricultural society, building a new house became one of the most important events
throughout people’s lives, in close relation to marriage, the birth of the next generation,
family reproduction, and people’s life in old age.
When those people’s children grew up, becoming the breadwinner in their households and
migrating to the cities for waged work, they still aspired to build a new house in their rural
origins. A new house also represents parents’ expectation to the next generation, that their
children have the ability to establish a family, live a good life, and continue the family line
with a rural house as a sign of root. Mr. Jiang (interview 2) believed that individuals from
every generation should build a new house in their hometowns. Though he had settled
down in Foshan city, his belief in luoye guigen motivated him to build a new house in his
home village, which he thought naturally happened in one’s life. For Ms. Qin, as mentioned
in chapter 4, she was not keen to build a new house in her hometown as she felt more
belonging to Foshan city. However, her mother’s belief of luoye guigen and the rural
community’s moral judgments of not keeping the root of her family, made her believe that
it was necessary to keep the root of her family and thus she finally built a house in her
hometown.
For people who were living in cities most of the time, like Mr. Jiang and Ms. Qin, a new rural
house may not be as necessary as it was in the past for the older generation who should
provide a place for their enlarged household’s living. However, the culture of house
construction as a life-cycle event and the belief of luoye guigen had been delivered by the
elder generations and the rural society, impacting people’s housing plan and creating an
aspiration of building a house at home for some people. Those people (like interviewee 6
and 17) may then develop similar expectations for their children, wishing them could
understand the meaning of a rural house and inherit the culture of root and origin.
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5.2 From the past to the future: what individuals have experienced and want to
continue

For most of the respondents, a new rural house enables them to live the life they expect or
even dream for. The similarity is that their expected and dream lives are based on what they
have experienced in the past. Some respondents (interview 1, 6, 14, 16) enjoyed the strong
festival atmosphere in rural areas with more traditions kept. Some (interview 4, 6, 14, 15,
16, 20) enjoyed the happy moments of getting together with their families, friends, and
communities during their holidays in their hometowns. They pointed out that they wanted
to meet those people because they were growing up in the company of those people.
In addition to missing people in hometown, people also missed the rural land they had ever
lived on. “It was the land giving me birth and feeding me (shengwo yangwo 生我养我)” Mr.
Deng (interview 17) and Mrs. Bi (interview 6) said. In her forties age, Mrs. Bi’s most
memorable and happiest experience was still climbing mountain and watching people
fishing in her hometown. When I asked for a picture of participant’s rural houses that
represented the importance of this house, most participants provided a picture of their
newly built houses, while Ms. Zhang (interview 16) provided the image of the old house of
her family (Figure 5). She indicated that even though the old house was very small and she
had a big new house now, the valuable and happy childhood memories carried by the old
house were the most important and unreplaceable to her.
With those valuable and happy memories in hometown, some respondents – especially the
elders who spent most of their lifetime there, developed the sense of belonging and the
sense of at home, thinking that home village was their “real home”. As Mr. Bi Sr. (interview
8) said, “a gold house or a silver house are not better than my own house in my
hometown”8. Ms. Zhang (interview 13) told me that her parents-in-law left the apartment in
the county they were living for years and returned to their home village soon after she and
her husband built a new house, because they were used to live and truly loved the rural
lives. When people were forming their aspirations for a new rural house, people’s life
experiences played a significant role. The happiness and affections brought by their rural
lives shaped their plans, expectations, and even life dreams about housing and lifestyle.

8 This is from a Chinese proverb “金窝银窝不如自己的狗窝” which is directly translated as “gold
house and silver house are never as good as my messy home” or similar to the proverb “East, west,
home’s best”.
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Figure 5 Miss Zhang's old house in her hometown in Jiangxi Province
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Chapter 6. Beyond individuals: within and between households
All the respondents showed their desire for building a house in their rural origins, no matter
how strong or weak this desire was, no matter whether they had or had not built this house.
As a place for a household’s residence and the bridge that connects a household and its
rural community, a rural house is not only an individual aspiration but closely associated
with household members and the household itself. Directed by the translocal household
perspective discussed in chapter 2, this chapter discusses the aspirational differences and
similarities within households, focusing on gender and intergenerational relations within a
household.
Why people aspire for building a rural house is not as simple as the interview question I
asked, “if you were the only decision maker of the house construction of your household,
would you like to build it?” people’s aspirations and decisions of building a house always
involve other household members. With different roles and experiences within a household,
individuals perceive different meanings and importance of a rural house for themselves and
their households. With the out-migration from rural to urban areas, rural households
become rural-urban households. Younger generations, as rural migrants and migrant’s
children, spend more time living in cities than their former generations. A rural house as a
necessity for people who lived and worked in rural areas became less or even unnecessary
for the next generations who migrated to cities and had few opportunities to stay in rural
areas. Though a rural house is of importance for every household member, there is an
uneven distribution of decision-making power within a household, in which the voices of the
younger generation and women are potentially ignored.

6.1 Generation: A shift in the meaning of a rural house
One of the objectives of this research is to hear the voice of every household member, as a
house is for a household’s living and influences every member’s life. Household members’
different generations, ages, gender, roles within a household, positions in the society, etc.
possibly affect their aspiration and decision of building a house in their home villages.
However, current studies mainly focused on rural migrant workers and the migrant
population (Lin et al., 2018; Ming & Zeng, 2014; Wang & Xia, 2019; Yang et al., 2018, 2020;
Yang & Zhang, 2019; P. Zhang & Lin, 2014), which means that most participants in those
studies were people who were working and earning money for their households. Voices
from other household members, especially those who were left behind in the rural areas,
might not be heard. In this research, as many as possible adult members from each
household were invited to participate and participants were divided into three generations
within a household. I categorized respondents into three generations (Table 3) based on
their household structure (grandparents-parents-grandchildren), which was not based on
their age. The “elder generation”, 4 participants from 3 households, were the grandparents
in a household, who were all retired in this research. The “middle generation”, 13
participants from 9 households, was the next generation and they were the breadwinners of
their households. The “young generation”, 4 participants from 3 households, was the third
generation acting as grandchildren in a household.
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Table 3 Information of the three generations

Generation
Elder
Middle
Young

Respondents
3, 7, 8, 21

Roles in a household
Grandparents
(retiree)
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10,
Parents
13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20 (breadwinner, head
of a household)
11, 12, 14, 16
Grandchildren
(breadwinner or
student)

Age
50-80
20-50
18-30

Elder generation:
In this generation, respondents 3, 7, and 8 are 60-80 years old, and have experienced the
collective farming and family farming eras before the economic reform in 1978 but have not
taken a non-agricultural wage job in urban areas. Respondent 21 is 40-60 years old, and has
experienced both agricultural work and non-agricultural work as a rural migrant worker. No
matter whether their households had or had not built a new house in their villages now, the
elder generation had built their own house when they were young. They built this house
because they got married and had children, requiring a bigger house for their household’s
living. At that time, people had not migrated to cities for waged work but lived in the village
most of the time. As Mrs. Bi (interview 7), grandmother in household 3, said, “Who didn't
build a house in the past? Where to live without building a house? …… Life must be fully
equipped with food, clothing, housing, and transportation”. For the elder generation who
had lived in the age before or around the economic reform, a rural house was a necessity of
life and building a house was one of the most important events in their lives.
Middle generation:
The middle generation is 30-50 years old (except for respondents 19 and 20 who are 20-30
years old), who has grown up during the economic boom after 1978. Most respondents in
this generation (except for respondent 19 and 20) have experienced a short period of
collective and family farming. All of them were working in urban areas now but still aspired
for building a rural house for themselves and their households.
Generation was one of the most mentioned and emphasized words by those middle-aged
participants, many of whom believed that aspiring for building a rural house and returning
after migrating to cities for many years was unique for their generation. They further
explained that their growth in rural areas resulted in their affections for and connections to
their rural hometowns, which their children who grew up in cities or lived in cities now did
not have. As discussed in chapter 5, in addition to affections, relationships, and rural lives
people desired, building a house was also an important life event. Though some of those
middle-aged respondents (interview 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 15, 17, 18) shared the same opinion of
building a house as a must-do life event and shared the same belief of luoye guigen, the
biggest difference from their parents was that they did not live in this house now and even
in the future. Some respondents (interview 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13) had bought an apartment
in Foshan or other cities and lived in cities most of the time. Other respondents (interview
17, 18, 19, 20) had not bought city housing yet but they aspired for having one in the city
they were working in, though they had built their own house in home villages. In other
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words, compared to their parents, a rural house was less necessary for the middle
generation, while it was still of importance for them and their households.
Young generation:
The young generation is 18-30 years old, who grows up after the economic reform and after
their parents became rural migrant workers. Respondents 11, 12 and 14 grew up in their
rural hometowns and were working and studying in cities now. Respondent 16 grew up in
Foshan City and was studying in a college in another city now, but she had spent most of her
summer and winter holidays in her hometown. They have not experienced farming life
before the economic reform but have experienced a long period of rural life before being an
adult.
All the participants from the young generation wanted to build a new rural house in the
future, though they also aspired for buying their own apartment in the city. Some of the
middle-aged participants thought that their children might not want to build a house in their
hometown as they did not grow up in their rural hometowns or they had more
opportunities to know and live urban lives. It was Ms. Qin’s (interview 18) son’s case. As Ms.
Qin told me, her son grew up in Foshan and only came back to their home village twice in
his twenty years of life, thus he felt no sense of belonging to his family’s hometown but
called Foshan home and buy a flat here. However, the four young people I interviewed were
all willing to build a house if they were the decision maker. They all emphasized that they
went back to the village every year during their holidays because they wanted to accompany
their grandparents who took care of them as children. Ms. Zhang (interview 16) and Ms.
Xiao (interview 14) shared how happy they were getting together with their families at the
rural home and how they missed those happy feelings. A new rural house built by their
families or themselves would provide them a more comfortable, convenient and private
place to meet people they wanted to meet and continue the life they were missing. Here,
the young generation shows less desire to build their own rural houses than the middle
generation. They may not have as many understandings and considerations as their parents
and grandparents about the meaning of the house, as they have not gotten married or had
as many social relationships as the former generations. Their experiences in their rural
hometown did shape or even created their aspiration of building a house someday if they
had enough money or their rural houses were too old.
The generational difference was also one of the important factors scholars concerned in
studies of this rural house construction phenomenon (Ming & Zeng, 2014; Yang et al., 2020).
However, generation categories in their studies were based on age and they paid more
attention to analyzing age as a factor. Ming & Zeng (2014) in their study categorized rural
migrant workers as “the old generation” and “the new generation” determined by their year
of birth before or after 1980. In 2020, Yang et al. still used the category of old and
generations, while the generational and age dynamics of rural migrant workers had changed
as more youths (born after 1990 and 2000) became migrant workers and some older
workers had retired and returned to rural areas. Ming & Zeng (2014) found that age had a
positive correlation with the decision of housing investment in people’s rural origins, which
meant that the older rural migrant workers were more likely to rebuild or renovate their
rural houses. In contrast, Yang et al. (2020) argued that the new generation had a higher
probability to build a rural house than the old generation after they migrated to cities for
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work. In other words, the new generation of rural migrant workers built their rural houses
earlier or younger than the old generation, which might be associated with their
households, marriage and aspiration for return.
In this thesis, generation within a household may better describe the differences among
individuals than age. Looking at participant’s age, people who were born before 1980 were
the elder and middle generations in this research, while 2 participants Mr. and Mrs. Wei
(interviewee 19, 20) from the middle generation were born after 1980. The differences
between Mr. and Mrs. Wei and the other four participants (interviewee 11, 12, 14, 16) born
after 1980 were that they were the breadwinners in their household, and they had a
stronger aspiration for building a house and they had built it. Mr. and Mrs. Wei wanted to
provide better living conditions for their mother and children left in the village, while the
other youths had not established their own household yet and the decision of house
construction was made by their parents.
In conclusion, participants of different ages and from different generations had the same
aspiration of building a rural house in their origins, while the meaning of this house had
changed. A new rural house acted as a necessity for the elder generation’s life and became
less necessary as an approach or sign that carried the younger generations' beliefs,
affections and desires. These changes in the extent and meanings of the house construction
aspiration were related to people’s life experiences and the social context they were
situated in. The split situation of some of those households and the migrant life of people
who had developed affection for their hometowns were resulted by the social development
after the economic reform.
Another intergenerational relation that emerged during the analysis was the power
relations between different generations. There is an unequal decision power of building a
rural house distributed to different generations. Ms. Xiao (interview 14), from the young
generation, told me that she was informed by her parents that they had a newly built house
in her hometown after the house had been built. Her parents did not discuss this decision
with her because they thought that she should focus on her study and she would not
participate in the building process. She felt that she had no sense of participation in this
important event of her household. Similarly, Mr. Bi (interview 5) from the middle generation
said that he did not participate in the house construction when he was young, while the
decision was made and the building work was taken by his father (interviewee 8). Thus, Mr.
Bi (interview 5) decided to fully participate in building his own house with his favorite
interior decorations in the next few years. It shows that the middle generation as the main
breadwinners in a household hold the decision power of building a rural house, while the
elder and young generations have less or even no decision power in this event. In Yan’s
(2016) study on intergenerational intimacy within rural families in China, he studied the shift
in intergenerational power relations by looking at the resource distribution to different
generations. However, my research did not involve and discuss respondents’ income,
livelihood and resource distribution within their household. More data and theories related
to intra-household power relations are needed for further study.
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6.2 Gender: the ignored hometown and house of a woman
Both female and male household members were involved in this research, 11 of which were
female and 8 of them were married (respondents 1, 6, 7, 9, 13, 18, 20, 21). However, one
question appeared when female participants were being interviewed, especially who were
married. Which hometown they were talking about? When we were talking about their
household and rural house, married respondents always talked about their husband’s
hometown, while their own hometown and own house were less or even not mentioned.
Though some of those women joined the decision-making of their household’s house
building and even took the responsibility for the building process, for many of them, the
house was not situated in their hometowns. Some participants (respondents 6, 7, 18, 20)
were from the same village or town as their husbands. However, for Ms. Su (interview 1),
her husband’s hometown was far away from her with totally different cultures and local
language, making it very difficult for her to adapt to the new culture and feeling that she
was not a host when they came back to their rural house for the New Year. Ms. Su believed
that a woman should follow her husband no matter what his lot was (“jiajisuiji,
jiagousuigou”嫁鸡随鸡，嫁狗随狗), which was one of the reasons why she supported her
household’s decision of building a new house in her husband’s hometown. When I further
asked female married participants about their own hometowns, Ms. Su said that she also
wanted to rebuild the old house in her rural origin, while the property right of her housing
land was unclear and thus resulted in her weak desire to rebuild her house.
For Ms. Qun (interview 9), it was a totally different story, in which her inheritance right of
land and house were deprived. Her parents’ lands were all inherited by her brother, while
she and her sister as the daughters, who were supposed to marry a man and join his family,
could not and did not inherit any lands. Though she aspired for building a house in her
hometown, she was unable to realize it. In Ms. Qun’s case, the lands by convention were
inherited by the son of a family rather than a daughter who was excluded by the ethical
patriarchal system. In fact, the rural land policies are complicated, controversial and placespecific in China, resulting in many problems in the heritage of rural house and house and
housing land (Cao, 2020). Depending on specific household and local situations, some of my
female participants (respondents 1, 13, 14, 16, 18) had inherited land from their families
while others did not.
No matter whether women are able or unable to inherit a rural house and housing land
from their families, they are always supposed or expected to join their husband’s families.
Murphy (2002, 59) called this the virilocal marriage customs in China, by which women
joined their husbands’ families and inherited no share of their original families’ property
even though they had contributed to it. Building a house in people’s rural origins became a
paradox for some married women: they aspired for building a house in their hometown,
while the house their household built was not in their hometown but in their husband’s.
Though respondents shared the importance of a rural house for them concerning their
belief of root, affections for the home village, family, and their valuable memories about
living in their rural hometowns, some of them were unable to have their root (a rural house)
in their own hometowns.
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Gender differences were overlooked in current studies as well. Only the association
between a rural house and marriage was studied. Housing, particularly the conditions of
rural housing, was one of the most important standards that male rural migrant workers
proved their wealth and ability to their future partners to get married (Yang et al., 2018;
Zhang & Lin, 2014; Zhu, 2017). It also involved the conventional assumption that a woman
would join the men’s family and probably live in his house. From this thesis, women’s voices
about their own hometowns and own rural houses may suggest gender inequality under this
huixiang jianfang phenomenon and encourage us to pay attention to those voices.
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Conclusion
Since the economic reform in 1979 in China, a large group of people from rural areas have
migrated to cities and this out-migration has led to their unique rural-urban status. Facing
challenges such as marginalization of rural people in cities, expensive housing, or separation
from families in rural hometowns, people choose to invest in a house in their rural origins.
From individuals’ perspectives, building a house in their home villages is not only a simple
behavior, but also an aspiration associated with their personal experiences, values, and
emotions.
People living in cities built or planned to build a house in their rural origins because they
aspired for the future related to this house, which could fulfill their practical, emotional,
cultural, and financial needs. Influenced by the cultures of the rural society and expectations
from families and communities, some individuals believe that building a house is an
important life event and a mean to luoye guigen, developing their aspiration for building a
rural house. Individuals aspire to a rural house also because they want to continue the rural
lives they experienced in the past. In this sense, building a rural house as an aspiration
involves individual’s experience in the past and expectations for the future, but is also
impacted by the social context where people develop their values.
With the development of the society, rural people adapt to diverse rural-urban working and
living situations, resulting in different understandings of the meaning of building a rural
house. A rural house as a life necessity for full-time rural residents becomes less and less
important for the next generations as full-time urban residents, though it still has its
material meaning as a place for residence and its emotional meanings representing people’s
values of home and their affections. Furthermore, there is a power inequality within a
household regarding this phenomenon. Respondents indicated the lack of decision-making
power for building a house when they were the young generation in their households. There
are also overlooked rights of married women for inheriting land and building their houses in
their hometowns rather than in their husband’s.
In conclusion, an “empty house” is not empty but has both material and emotional
meanings for rural-urban people and their households. On one hand, it fulfills the shortterm or long-term residential needs, not necessarily being underutilized for different
households. On the other hand, it represents people’s affections and values of home and
root, helping people to maintain their connection to the rural land, their families, friends
and the local communities.
This research constructs an understanding of the phenomenon of “living in cities but
building a house in rural origins” from individual’s perspectives by studying who is
experiencing this phenomenon and why they have such aspirations, while more questions
related to the phenomenon emerge. After asking the question of why people build a rural
house from the beginning to the end of this research, the first question that emerged was
why not other people with similar rural-urban backgrounds aspire for building a rural house.
By asking “why” rather than why not, only individuals and households who have built or
plan to build a rural house are selected in this research, while individuals who do not have
this aspiration may also have their perceptions and experiences about rural houses. By
discussing this topic with people who did not participate in this research, I found that there
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were people who owned a rural house in their hometowns but did not consider rebuilding
or renovating their houses. Their perceptions of this phenomenon and their utilization of
their rural lands and houses may also contribute to the understanding of this phenomenon
from a different aspect.
Looking at the findings of this research, there are potential concerns about power and
gender inequalities within a household, while the relationships between the inequalities and
the housebuilding phenomenon need to be further studied. How inequalities impact the
development of aspiration and decision-making may give more insights into understanding
this phenomenon and related social problems. Regarding the social aspects, the close
relations of individual’s aspiration with the social context were discussed in chapter 5, which
drives me to reconsider such problems and topics on a social level. The theory of aspiration
was applied in studies about agrarian change in social sciences (Jacka, 2018; Bennike et al.,
2020). Jakobsen & Nielsen (2020) and Rathi (2021) further argued that aspiration could be
used as a from-below approach to understand agrarian change, rather than only looking at
the externalities such as the capitalized dispossession in rural areas. By considering the
potential of aspiration in studying agrarian change and connecting with the social-level
factors, the relationship between rural houses and rural development or other agrarian
changes could be further studied.
Lastly, as one of the individuals experiencing this house construction phenomenon, I begin
to think about what a rural house means to me. Before this research, I did not recognize
that this was a phenomenon like many of my peers and some interviewees in this research.
Though I tried to answer the question about why this phenomenon happened during my
research, I did not feel much involved in this issue because I did not pay for the house
construction and take the responsibility to build it, but my parents did. I still do not have a
clear idea about what a rural house means to me, but the findings in this research make me
think about my international migration status, as well as the meanings of home, homeland,
and return, which I will think more about now and in my future.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Information of the 21 interviews and respondents
Interview Household Name

Ms.
Su
(Mrs.
Jiang)
Mr.
Jiang
Jr.
Mr.
Jiang
Sr.

Gender Ruralurban
residence
status
F
Full-time
urban
resident

Generation Date
within
(dd/mm/yyyy)
household

Interview
forms &
language

Middle

08/02/2022

Video call
Mandarin

M

Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
rural
resident

Middle

08/02/2022

Video call
Mandarin

Elder

15/02/2022

Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident

Middle

08/02/2022

Voice call
Hunan
dialect &
Mandarin
(with Mr.
Jiang Jr.
translated
Hunan
dialect into
Mandarian)
Video call
Cantonese

Middle

20/02/2022

Voice call
Cantonese

Middle

20/02/2022

Voice call
Cantonese

Elder

20/02/2022

Voice call
Cantonese

Elder

20/02/2022

Voice call
Cantonese

Middle

20/02/2022

Voice call
Cantonese

Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident

Middle

20/02/2022

Voice call
Cantonese

Young

20/02/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

2

Mr.
Wei

M

5

3

Mr. Bi
Jr.

M

6

3

Mrs.
Bi Jr.

F

7

3

Mrs.
Bi Sr.

F

8

3

Mr. Bi
Sr.

M

9

4

F

10

4

11

4

Ms.
Qun
(Mrs.
Zhou)
Mr.
Zhou
Sr.
Mr.
Zhou
Jr.

M

M
M
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12

4

Miss
Zhou

F

13

5

14

5

Ms.
F
Zhang
(Mrs.
Xiao)
Miss
F
Xiao

15

6

Mr.
M
Zhang

16

6

Miss
F
Zhang

17

7

Mr.
Deng

M

18

8

Ms.
Qin

F

19

9

Mr.
Wei

M

20

9

F

21

9

Mrs.
Wei
Jr.
Mrs.
Wei
Sr.

F

Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident

Young

21/02/2022

WeChat
message
Chinese
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Mandarin

Middle

22/02/2022

Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
urban
resident
Full-time
rural
resident

Young

23/02/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

Middle

22/02/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

Young

23/02/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

Middle

22/02/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

Middle

22/02/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

Middle

24/02/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

Middle

03/03/2022

Voice call
Mandarin

Elder

03/03/2022

Voice call
Guangxi
dialect &
Mandarin
(with Mrs.
Wei Jr.
translating
the dialect
into
mandarin)
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Interview Name
1
Ms. Su
(Mrs.
Jiang)
2
Mr. Jiang
Jr.
3
Mr. Jiang
Sr.
4
Mr. Wei

Occupation
Housewife

Age
30-50

Businessman

30-50

Retiree

50-80

Unknown

30-50

5

Mr. Bi Jr.

Unknown

30-50

6

Mrs. Bi
Jr.
Mrs. Bi
Sr.
Mr. Bi Sr.

Unknown

30-50

Retiree

50-80

Retiree

50-80

Nanny

30-50

Unknown

30-50

Freelancer

18-30

Freelancer

28-30

18

Ms. Qin

19

Mr. Wei

Employee in
an interior
decoration
company
College
student
Timber mill
owner
College
student
Barber shop
owner
Laundry
owner
Full-time
computer
maintenance
staff; parttime rocker

30-50

17

Ms. Qun
(Mrs.
Zhou)
Mr. Zhou
Sr.
Mr. Zhou
Jr.
Miss
Zhou
Ms.
Zhang
(Mrs.
Xiao)
Miss
Xiao
Mr.
Zhang
Miss
Zhang
Mr. Deng

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16

18-30
30-50
18-30
30-50
30-50
18-30

Hometown
Foshan,
Guangdong
Province
Loudi, Hunan
Province
Loudi, Hunan
Province
Zhaoqing,
Guangdong
Province
Hengxian,
Guangxi Province
Hengxian,
Guangxi Province
Hengxian,
Guangxi Province
Hengxian,
Guangxi Province
Hengxian,
Guangxi Province

Current location
Foshan, Guangdong Province

Guigang, Guangxi
Province
Guigang, Guangxi
Province
Guigang, Guangxi
Province
Lushan, Jiangxi
Province

Foshan, Guangdong Province

Lushan, Jiangxi
Province
Lushan, Jiangxi
Province
Lushan, Jiangxi
Province
Jingzhou,
Sichuan Province
Jiangsu Province
Hengxian,
Guangxi Province

Foshan, Guangdong Province
Loudi, Hunan Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province

Foshan, Guangdong Province
Baise, Guangxi Province

Jiangmen, Guangdong
Province
Zhaoqing, Guangdong
Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
Foshan, Guangdong Province
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20
21

Mrs. Wei
Jr.
Mrs. Wei
Sr.

Freelancer

18-30

Retiree

30-50

Hengxian,
Guangxi Province
Hengxian,
Guangxi Province

Foshan, Guangdong Province
Hengxian, Guangxi Province
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Appendix B. Interview questions
1. What is home in your mind?
1.1 Where do you live with your family now?
1.1.1 Do you feel at home in this place? Why?
1.2 Does your family build your own house in hometown?
1.2.1 Does this house make you feel at home?
1.2.2 Who usually lives here? How long do you live here in a year?
1.3 What do you think is the most important thing of this house in the country (or the house
planned to be built)?
2. Most of your household members live and work in cities. Why do you choose to
build/renovate a house in your hometown?
2.1 Which member of your family made this decision?
2.1.1 Do you mind if I ask the owner of the property and the person in charge of the main
work (i.e., construction work, handling certificates, etc.)?
2.2 What aspects do your family consider to be the most important before construction? Do
you anticipate any difficulties?
2.2.1 Have your family discussed the decision to build the house and these important
aspects (in 2.2) within your family?
2.2.2 If you were the only decision maker, would you choose to invest in building a house?
Why?
3. Do you have future expectations/plans related to this rural house?
3.1 What is your dream house like?
3.1.1 (If possible, please provide a photo of your dream house; If not, please skip it.)
3.2 Have you fulfilled this expectation? Do you find it difficult to achieve?
4. How smooth/difficult do you think it was (would be) to build this rural house?
4.1 What is the most difficult part?
4.2 How to solve it?
5. If you plan to build a house, how will it affect or change your life and that of your family?
5.1 Will you go home more often as a result?
5.2 What do you think of these impacts?
1.在你心中， 什么是家？
1.1 请问你现在和家里人一起住在哪里？
1.1.1 这个地方有给你家的感觉吗？为什么？
1.2 你的家庭在家乡有自己修建的房子吗？
1.2.1 这个房子会让你有家的感觉吗？
1.2.2 谁平时住这里？你一年在这里住多久？
1.3 你觉得这个在乡下的房子（或计划修建的房子）对于你来说最重要的是？
1.3.1（如果可以，请提供一张可以代表这个房子最重要的意义的照片，例如房子的设
计，地理位置，或用途等；如不方便，请略过。）
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2.你们家平时大多在城市居住和工作，为什么会选择（计划）在老家建房/翻新房子
呢？
2.1 这是你们家哪位成员做的决定呢？
2.1.1 介意我问一下产权人和主要工作（跟进建筑工作、办证等）负责人吗？
2.2 在施工前，你们家认为什么方面是最重要的？会预想到有什么困难吗？
2.2.1 你们家庭内部有讨论过建房这个决定和这些重要方面吗？
2.2.2 如果你是唯一决策者， 你会选择投资建房吗？为什么？
3.你对未来的期望/规划有没有和房子相关的？
3.1 你梦想中的房子是怎么样的呢？
3.1.1 如果可以，请提供一张您梦想中的房子的照片；如不方便，请略过。
3.2 你实现了这个期望吗？你觉得难不难以实现？
4.你觉得你家如果要建房/翻新房子有多顺利/困难？
4.1 最困难的是什么？
4.2 怎么解决的呢？
5 如果计划建房，这个对你和你家人的生活有什么影响或改变？
5.1 你们会因此更经常回去家乡吗？
5.2 你怎么看这些影响？
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